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Abstract

This meta-analysis explores the role of the posterior cerebellum Crus I/II in social mentalizing. 

We identified over 200 fMRI studies via NeuroSynth that met our inclusion criteria and fell within 

bilateral Crus II areas related to “sequencing” during mentalizing (coordinates ±24 -76 -40; from 

earlier studies) and mere social “mentalizing” or self-related emotional cognition (coordinates ±26 -84 

-34; from NeuroSynth), located in the cerebellar mentalizing network of Buckner et al. (2011). A large 

majority of these studies (74%) involved mentalizing or self-related emotional cognition. Other 

functions formed small minorities. This high incidence in Crus II compares very favorably against the 

lower base-rate for mentalizing and self-related emotions (around 35%) across the whole brain as 

revealed in NeuroSynth. In contrast, there was much less support for a similar role of Crus I 

(coordinates -40 -70 -40 from earlier “sequencing” studies) as only 35% of the studies were related to 

mentalizing or self-related emotions. The present findings show that a domain-specific social 

mentalizing functionality is supported in the cerebellar Crus II. This has important implications for 

theories of the social cerebellum focusing on sequencing of social actions, and for cerebellar 

neurostimulation treatments.

Key Words: Mentalizing, Emotions, Cerebellum, Functional neuroimaging, Review, Meta-analysis,
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Highlights

 This meta-analysis explores the role of the posterior cerebellum in mentalizing. 

 74% of studies reflect mentalizing or emotional self-experience in Crus II.

 Results indicate a domain-specific mentalizing functionality in Crus II.
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Introduction

For a long time, it was believed that the cerebellum is exclusively involved in motor control. 

During the last decades, however, a paradigmatic shift took place supported by empirical evidence, 

indicating that the cerebellum also supports non-motor mental functions (Schmahmann, Guell, 

Stoodley, & Halko, 2019), especially in the posterior lobe which is evolutionary younger (Lent, 

Azevedo, Andrade-Moraes, & Pinto, 2012). Even more recently, accumulating evidence suggests that 

the posterior cerebellum also supports social cognition (Van Overwalle, Baetens, Mariën, & 

Vandekerckhove, 2014, 2015). Social cognition is the process of perceiving and interpreting the 

behavior and state of mind of people, including the self (Amodio & Frith, 2006; Van Overwalle, 2009; 

Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009). One of the most advanced human social cognitive functions 

involves interpreting a person’s mind, termed mentalizing. It requires insight in the mental state of 

another person or the self, ranging from understanding concrete here-and-now intentions, causes, 

emotions and beliefs, to abstract social inferences in terms of personality traits (Baetens, Ma, Steen, & 

Van Overwalle, 2013; Meyer, Spunt, Berkman, Taylor, & Lieberman, 2012; Spunt, Falk, & 

Lieberman, 2010; Spunt & Lieberman, 2012), past or future autobiographic events (Martinelli, 

Sperduti, & Piolino, 2012; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2008; Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006), as well 

as hypothetical thoughts (Van Hoeck et al., 2013). Distortions in mentalizing are considered to cause 

anomalies in social and affective functioning, such as in autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia, 

paranoia and prefrontal syndromes (D’Mello, Crocetti, Mostofsky, & Stoodley, 2015; Mothersill, 

Knee-Zaska, & Donohoe, 2016; Stoodley, 2016). 

Although neuroimaging studies on mentalizing focused mainly on the cerebral cortex, more 

specifically the mentalizing / default network (Schurz, Radua, Aichhorn, Richlan, & Perner, 2014; Van 

Overwalle, 2009; Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Yeo et al., 2011), a seminal meta-analysis by Van 

Overwalle and colleagues (Van Overwalle et al., 2014; Van Overwalle, Baetens, et al., 2015) provided 

novel evidence that mentalizing processes are also subserved by the posterior cerebellum, which is part 

of the mentalizing / default network of the cerebellum (Buckner, Krienen, Castellanos, Diaz, & Yeo, 

2011). Mentalizing should be distinguished from mirroring which refers to social understanding by 

directly observing human bodily motion (of limbs, arms, hands etc.). In mirroring, social 

understanding is limited to inferring the goal of human biological movement by direct matching to a 

representation in one’s memory of own actions and their goals (Gallese, Keysers, & Rizzolatti, 2004; 
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Keysers & Gazzola, 2007; Keysers & Perrett, 2004; Uddin, Iacoboni, Lange, & Keenan, 2007). 

Mirroring is supported by the mirror network, a part of the sensorimotor network located in the 

cerebrum (Yeo et al., 2011) and anterior cerebellum (Buckner et al., 2011), which falls beyond the 

scope of the present meta-analysis.

Mentalizing in the Posterior Cerebellum

Although consensus is growing that mentalizing is subserved by the posterior cerebellum (Van 

Overwalle et al., 2014; Van Overwalle, Baetens, et al., 2015; Van Overwalle, D’aes, & Mariën, 2015), 

it is unclear whether this process is unique and specialized in some areas in the posterior cerebellum. 

Are some areas in the posterior cerebellum uniquely activated during this mentalizing process, or are 

many other processes subserved? If specific areas in the posterior cerebellum are preferentially 

engaged in mentalizing, which mentalizing functions are mostly supported? The aim of this paper is to 

address these questions by conducting a meta-analysis of cerebellar areas that are involved in social 

mentalizing and other functions. For this, we use a somewhat unusual strategy: Instead of screening all 

social studies and looking up which cerebellar areas are activated, we turn this classic procedure 

upside down and select specific areas known to be strongly involved in social cognition, and look at all 

the studies, irrespective of domain, that reported activation in these areas. This is novel, because 

previous meta-analyses demonstrated only that the cerebellum played a role in social cognition, but did 

not focus on the relative contribution of the posterior cerebellum during social cognition and 

mentalizing in particular, or on specific mentalizing functions that it may underlie. 

There is indeed evidence revealing that the posterior cerebellum might not be preferentially 

engaged for social cognition after all. An early functional meta-analysis of the cerebellum (E, Chen, 

Ho, & Desmond, 2014; Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009) did not report social functions, but pointed to 

a plethora of other non-social processes that the cerebellum might support. These involved, apart from 

the classic function of motor perception and execution, other cognitive functions such as semantics, 

language, and executive control. The meta-analysis by Van Overwalle and his team (Van Overwalle et 

al., 2014; Van Overwalle, Baetens, et al., 2015) provided evidence that mentalizing is subserved by the 

posterior cerebellum, but did not investigate how unique this process is. A recent meta-analysis (Guell, 

Gabrieli, & Schmahmann, 2018) provided evidence for social cognition in the cerebellum, but the task 

was limited to the perception of biological motion of geometric shapes, which is not very 

representative of human social mentalizing. Recent studies with cerebellar patients documented 
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dysfunctions in lower and higher levels of mentalizing, but did not relate each dysfunction with 

specific cerebellar areas (Clausi et al., 2019; Van Overwalle, De Coninck, et al., 2019). In sum, 

although earlier work demonstrated that the cerebellum is involved in social cognition, it did not 

address the question of how unique this involvement is in comparison with other psychological 

processes, nor did it compare systematically which distinct mentalizing processes are supported by the 

cerebellum.

Social Action Sequences in the Posterior Cerebellum

To answer these questions, it is instructive to briefly review recent developments on the 

theoretical role that the cerebellum might play during mentalizing. There is general agreement that the 

main function of the cerebellum involves motor implementation, monitoring and automatization, 

through the construction of implicit internal models of motor behavior and its anticipated 

somatosensory consequences. It has been suggested that during evolution, a more advanced function 

developed whereby the cerebellum constructs internal models of pure mental processes in the form of 

event sequences, without involvement of overt movements and somatosensory responses (Ito, 2008; 

Leggio, et al., 2011; Pisotta & Molinari, 2014). This learning and automatization of action sequences 

in internal cerebellar models, allows to send out immediate error signals when unexpected events or 

environmental changes occur. Applied to social cognition, this evolutionary recent function may 

support intuitive social understanding of human action, and facilitate corrective insight and adaptation 

to novel social circumstances (Heleven, van Dun, & Van Overwalle, 2019; Van Overwalle, Manto, 

Leggio, & Delgado-García, 2019). Internal cerebellar models may also allow humans to plan actions in 

advance and to engage in social interaction, by anticipating various potential sequences of responses of 

other agents and alternative ways to reach one’s goal. In support of this view, several fMRI 

connectivity studies confirmed that there are strong links between the posterior cerebellum and key 

mentalizing areas in the cerebral cortex, such as the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) and the medial 

frontal cortex (mPFC) (Van Overwalle, D’aes, & Mariën, 2015; Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, & 

Mariën, 2018; Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, van Dun, & Heleven, 2019; Van Overwalle & Mariën, 

2016).

If these theoretical claims are correct, then mentalizing might engage the cerebellum most 

strongly when predicting an appropriate sequence of social actions that require the understanding of an 

agent’s mental state. A key aspect of mentalizing is that observers should be able to understand 
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another person’s belief even when that belief contradicts reality. This aspect is investigated during 

false belief tasks: unbeknownst by a protagonist, an object is displaced and the critical question is 

where the protagonist will look for the object (e.g., upon his or her return). To illustrate, if Anne 

removes Sally’s candy from a basket to a box during Sally’s absence, where will Sally look for her 

candy when she returns? It takes children up to about 4 years before they can adequately respond to 

this task by pointing to the original location of the object (where the protagonist Sally saw it last: the 

basket) rather than where the object is currently located (the box). The original location (involving the 

correct response) is termed “false” because it refers to a situation that does not reflect the current 

“true” location.

In a recent pilot study (Van Overwalle, De Coninck, et al., 2019), patients with generalized 

cerebellar lesions showed the greatest impairments compared to healthy control participants when they 

had to generate the correct order of four cartoon-like pictures that required the understanding of false 

beliefs. There were no significant impairments for generating the correct order of routine events that 

involved mechanical sequences (e.g., a car hitting a rock, then hitting and breaking a tree downhill) or 

social scripts (e.g., going to the groceries by entering the building, picking items, paying, saying bye 

and leaving). This seems to indicate that a key social function of the cerebellum involves the correct 

sequencing of social actions that require the understanding of mental states. A follow-up fMRI study 

involving healthy subjects (Heleven et al., 2019) also employed this picture sequencing task, and 

extended it with true beliefs stories (which only require an understanding of another person’s beliefs 

that coincide with reality) and with a similar verbal version of the task. The results showed that both 

false and true belief stories in both, pictorial and verbal task versions, engaged the bilateral posterior 

cerebellum more than non-social mechanical stories. The cerebellar areas recruited during this study 

are the starting point of our meta-analysis, as discussed below.

Regions of Interest and Hypotheses

To test the mentalizing role of the posterior cerebellum, we queried the NeuroSynth database 

(neurosynth.org) for all studies that fell within predesignated regions of interest (ROIs), and 

categorized all studies for their mentalizing and non-mentalizing functionality.

To isolate ROIs specialized for mentalizing in the posterior cerebellum, we started from recent 

fMRI studies that investigated a key aspect of cerebellar mentalizing: generating the correct sequence 

of social events that require the understanding of a person’s beliefs. In the study by Heleven et al. 
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(2019) previously mentioned, a contrast involving sequencing of true and false belief stories against 

non-social mechanical stories (including pictorial and verbal stories; total n = 73) revealed activation 

in the right posterior cerebellum Crus II with MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) coordinates 25 -

75 -40 (see also Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, van Dun, et al., 2019). Exactly the same right Crus II 

ROI was also identified in an earlier connectivity study by Van Overwalle & Mariën (2016; see also 

Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, et al., 2018) that pooled 5 studies (total n = 91) investigating the role of 

the cerebellum in abstract social reasoning, including person trait inferences and hypothetical 

counterfactuals. 

Given this evidence, we defined this right Crus II peak as our primary region of interest (ROI 

1) together with its left mirror location (ROI 2), and denoted these as “sequencing” ROIs given their 

potential role during social action sequencing (see Figure 2). Note that these two “sequencing” ROIs 

are clearly located within the mentalizing network demarcated by Buckner et al. (2011). They are also 

quite close to two lateral Crus II cluster peaks reported in a recent meta-analysis by Guell et al. (2018; 

-24 -79 -36; 20 -78 -34; about 6 - 8 mm away).

In addition, we derived two bilateral Crus II ROIs from the automated social “mentalizing” 

meta-analyses in NeuroSynth (ROIs 3 & 4 with MNI coordinates ±26 -84 -34, extracted from the 50 

topics set in the NeuroSynth database as of July 2018 (topic #8 and #28 which contains 1054 and 951 

studies respectively;  https://neurosynth.org/analyses/topics/v5-topics-50/8; for more details, see 

Poldrack et al., 2012). Other extractions that include “mentalizing” as keyword were also available, 

such as from the 100 topics set (topic #071 which contains 688 studies) and the 200 topics set (topic 

#145 which contains 478 studies). Although these sets are arguably more precise, they nevertheless 

contain less studies that might be relevant (e.g. topic #071 from the 100 topics set included the top-

loading term “nonverbal” and excluded some studies using exclusively verbal material). Moreover, the 

selected coordinates for ROIs 3 & 4 fall right in the clusters of these alternative topics sets. It is 

interesting to note that the 200 topics set has two topics that include “mentalizing” as a keyword, one 

with mentalizing as main topic (#145) identified before and which shows robust cerebellar activity, 

while the other (#154) involves predominantly social interaction and shows essentially no cerebellar 

activity. 

Because we will use the NeuroSynth database also for identifying studies of interest for our 

meta-analysis, it might seem that taking these “mentalizing” ROIs 3 & 4 from the same database 
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results in a sort of double dipping. Nonetheless, an independent analysis of their underlying functions 

is important because it is still unclear which mentalizing and non-mentalizing functions might be 

related to these two “mentalizing” ROIs 3 & 4, and to what extent these are similar to the other 

“sequencing” ROIs 1 & 2. Moreover, as we will see later, many studies reporting coordinates in ROIs 

3 & 4 do not involve task activations, but indirect neural measures such as connectivity, volume and so 

on. These are only remotely related to mentalizing processes, and therefore were eliminated from our 

analysis. Consequently, the present analysis of ROIs 3 & 4 might be considered as an additional 

validation and deeper scrutiny of the automated NeuroSynth meta-analysis; it will be interesting to 

learn whether the automated NeuroSynth topical meta-analyses for mentalizing make sense or not.

We hypothesize that these four ROIs are most likely specialized for mentalizing and/or 

emotional self-experience. If this prediction is correct, we expect a great majority of mentalizing 

functions to be recruited by these posterior cerebellar areas, in comparison with non-mentalizing 

functions and in comparison with the base-rate of mentalizing functions across the whole brain in the 

NeuroSynth database. Given the evolutionary role of the cerebellum in motion, we further predict that 

within the mentalizing functions, the following input material will recruit our ROIs most prominently: 

observed or verbally described human movements or actions (e.g., facial and bodily expressions; 

visual information on human actions) which induce mental inferences (e.g., on other’s emotional states 

and true or false beliefs), and perhaps also remembered or imagined human actions (e.g., 

autobiographic memories), based on the assumption that even (static) pictures and verbal descriptions 

may easily generate notions of dynamic action. In contrast, other input such as the mere physical 

presence of humans or judgments without any sequence of events will recruit our ROIs less likely, 

such as trait judgements based on trait adjectives (i.e., they imply past actions but do not directly refer 

to a sequence of actions).

Finally, from the study mentioned earlier by Heleven et al. (2019) on sequencing true and false 

belief stories, another peak was identified using the same procedure involving a contrast of true and 

false belief stories against non-social mechanical stories, in the left posterior cerebellum Crus I located 

somewhat more peripherally with MNI coordinates -40 -70 -40 (see also Van Overwalle, Van de 

Steen, van Dun, et al., 2019). This peak served as ROI 5. To the extent that ROI 5 is very close to the 

executive network (Buckner et al., 2011) as can be observed in Figure 2, it might reveal relatively less 

empirical support for mentalizing functionality, and as such may serve as a sort of baseline to estimate 
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the relative contribution of mentalizing reasoning in the posterior cerebellum in more general.

Method

Selection of Studies 

The fMRI studies reviewed in the current meta-analysis were taken from the NeuroSynth 

database (neurosynth.org). A study was defined as a single fMRI experiment, and all coordinates from 

all task-related analyses in each study were eligible (in the same manner as in NeuroSynth). No 

attempt was made to include studies from other databases, because as far as we are aware, NeuroSynth 

is currently the only one that allows to select studies on the basis of predefined ROIs. An overview of 

the identification of studies, their screening and eligibility is given in Figure 1.

As detailed in the introduction, we selected five ROIs in the posterior cerebellum that were 

related to mentalizing (Figure 2). Note that for the right “sequencing” ROI 1, the data from Heleven et 

al. (2019) were pooled across pictorial and verbal sequencing tasks. A contrast comparing sequencing 

of true and false belief stories against non-social mechanical stories (p < .05 FWE-corrected) resulted 

in a cluster peak with MNI coordinates 25 -75 -40 after rounding to the next 5 mm, and which matched 

exactly with the ROI of Van Overwalle & Mariën (2016). Afterwards, in NeuroSynth, the MNI 

coordinates of the right and left “sequencing” ROIs were automatically rounded to even values ±24 -

76 -40. 

We identified all studies in NeuroSynth within a radius of 6 mm around the coordinates of all 

five ROIs. From these, we selected studies that fulfilled the following inclusion criteria:

 MRI studies that reported functional results. Consequently, MRI studies involving only 

resting state or connectivity analyses, structural or volumetric measurements, an 

independent or principal component analysis, or coupled with EEG measurements, were 

excluded. PET studies were also excluded.

 fMRI results expressed in MNI template (Collins, Neelin, Peters, & Evans, 1994) to make 

sure that the reported peaks fell within the 6 mm radius. Studies with Talairach coordinates 

(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) were excluded because, contrary to the claim on the 

NeuroSynth website, more often than not, Talairach coordinates were not converted to MNI 

coordinates. In addition, converting coordinates from Talairach to MNI might be 

potentially very biased for the cerebellum, because this area is the furthest away from the 
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zero brain coordinates. Moreover, fMRI studies with incorrectly reported coordinates in 

NeuroSynth or in the original study (i.e., not located within the anatomical area indicated) 

were also excluded, since they did not fell within the 6 mm radius.

 fMRI results that involved unmedicated healthy participants, either adults or adolescents 

(i.e., > 10 years old, see also Van Overwalle et al., 2015). Clinical studies were included if 

they reported the separate and independent results of healthy control participants. In 

contrast, studies with children (< 10 years old) or fMRI coordinates resulting from 

statistical interactions with patients, medication, a chemical substance or genetic 

measurements were excluded.

 fMRI studies that involved a comparison against an adequate control condition or a 

parametric regression analysis. This excluded, for instance, comparisons between left and 

right hemispheres (Stevens, Calhoun, & Kiehl, 2005) and fMRI coordinates that showed 

more activation during a control rest condition than an experimental condition (e.g., 

Schlerf, Ivry, & Diedrichsen, 2012; Spreng et al., 2014), except when predicted (e.g., 

Ishizu, 2014).

 fMRI coordinates from empirical findings for the whole (sub)sample. Consequently, 

coordinates from individual participants were excluded, as well as from meta-analyses and 

review studies.

Of the more than 400 studies initially identified, these criteria led to the inclusion of 207 (49%) 

valid studies in total. Table 1 lists the criteria for exclusion and the number of studies involved (see 

also supplementary Table S1), as well as some study/demographic variables of the included studies 

(i.e., gender, age, and sample size without participants excluded from the analysis). A chi-square test 

revealed that none of the ROIs showed an unequal distribution of the exclusion criteria (relative to the 

total number of studies excluded in each ROI), p > .99. 

Note that some studies were identified for more than one ROI. This is due to the fact that the 

centers of the ROIs are only 11 mm apart and the 6 mm radius in each ROI thus causes some overlap. 

To illustrate, several studies appear in multiple ROIs with different coordinates (e.g., Bzdok et al., 

2012, appears in ROI 2, ROI 4 and ROI 5; Korn, Prehn, Park, Walter, & Heekeren, 2012, appears in 

ROI 3 and ROI 4; Korn et al., 2014, appears in ROI 3 and ROI 4; Schnell, Bluschke, Konradt, & 

Walter, 2011, appears in ROI 3 and ROI 4; Wilson, Molnar-Szakacs, & Iacoboni, 2008, appears in 
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ROI 1 and ROI 2) or with the same set of coordinates (e.g., Hartwright, Apperly, & Hansen, 2015 

appears in ROI 1 and ROI 3).

Classification of Studies 

Next, we identified several task categories that were most similar among a set of studies. The 

classification of each study into a task category was determined by the description of task, stimuli of 

the main condition (in the contrast or regression), instructions and contrast between experimental and 

control conditions, using similar criteria as in earlier meta-analyses by Van Overwalle and colleagues 

(Van Overwalle, 2009; Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Van Overwalle et al., 2014) and Schurz et al. 

(2014; see Table 2 for some examples, supplementary Table S1 for more details). 

The criteria for mentalizing, as well as for non-mentalizing functions, were detailed as follows: 

 Mentalizing. First, we excluded (visually) observed limb (e.g., hand, arm, leg) movements 

because this may induce goal inferences based solely on social “mirroring” processes which 

do not require mentalizing. Second, in line with the task categories specified by Van 

Overwalle (2011) and other meta-analyses listed above, and based on the stimulus material 

of the main condition and the statistical analysis (i.e., contrast or parametric modulation), 

we identified mentalizing through a number of content subcategories. These subcategories 

are listed below, loosely ranged from concrete (i.e., here-and-now) to abstract in the line of 

Van Overwalle et al. (2014). If more than one content subcategory was possible, we 

indicated in the supplementary table S1 the higher level of abstraction: 

 Social Meaning involves comprehension of human actions and narratives, 

minimally about the goal-direction of the action, without being asked explicitly 

about the specific mental state of the agent (e.g., X goes to the movies; Van 

Overwalle, 2011). This is based on the assumption that understanding “rational 

actions … requires attributing intentions to the protagonist of a story” (Schurz et al., 

2014, p. 19). There is a wealth of behavioral and neuroimaging research showing 

that mental states are spontaneously inferred on the basis of human behavior (Bott 

et al., 2019; Kovács, Kühn, Gergely, Csibra, & Brass, 2014; Ma, Vandekerckhove, 

Van Overwalle, Seurinck, & Fias, 2011; Schneider, Slaughter, & Dux, 2017; 

Uleman, Rim, Adil Saribay, & Kressel, 2012). Consequently, the particular 

statistical contrast is of less importance here and need not compare mentalizing 
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versus non-mentalizing conditions, as long as meaningful understanding is extracted 

from the information in the main condition, and less so in the control condition. For 

example, when participants are passively listening or watching narratives about 

humans with the instruction that they will be asked questions about the plot, and the 

statistical contrast compares language comprehension (narratives) versus rest (blank 

screen) (Wilson et al., 2008), or when passively listening to narratives without 

further instructions and the contrast shows increased activation during semantic 

anomalies (Tesink et al., 2011).

 Emotion attributions to others (including preferences of others), answering 

questions such as “what is X feeling / liking?” or “who is happier / angrier?” which 

are often based on stimuli involving facial and body expressions as well as 

emotional ratings of human actions. There is ample evidence that mentalizing “is 

implicated in consciously reflecting upon or regulating … someone else's affective 

states (e.g., X smiles), which involves empathizing with someone's feelings” (Van 

Overwalle, 2011, p. 1595). Note that emotional experiences by the self are 

categorized in a separate task category (see below).

 Social Animations of geometrical shapes (e.g., two triangles) of which “the 

movements portrayed actions which are typical for an intentional or social 

interaction” (Schurz et al., 2014, p. 16). 

 Goals are implied given human actions and human narratives involving a target 

object or state when answering questions such as “why is X doing this, what goal is 

X pursuing?” 

 Beliefs of others, answering questions such as “what is X thinking / believing?” 

often during human actions and human narratives. This often involves “false belief 

stories as the prototypical problem for theory of mind reasoning” (Schurz et al., 

2014, p. 13). 

 Morality by others, answering questions such as “what is X’s responsibility? (e.g., 

X harms Y purposefully), often during recounted or observed human actions and 

narratives. Describes “events of moral (in)justice with as main element the 

intentional act of wrongdoing or help” (Van Overwalle, 2011, p. 1595).
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 Causality by others (i.e., agency), answering questions such as “what is X causing / 

controlling?” or “what caused the behavior of X?”, also during recounted or 

observed human actions and narratives. For example, when a person has varying 

levels of control over reaching a target, participants need to be aware of this and 

make appropriate causal attributions for successful performance (Chaminade, 

Marchant, Kilner, & Frith, 2012).

 Dilemmas under “the hypothesis … that feedback from a social partner – indicated 

by her moves in the game – is spontaneously used to infer her intentions, even if 

participants are not explicitly told to mindread” (Schurz et al., 2014, p. 15). Also 

includes self-decisions in dilemmas without human opponents, because this requires 

self-reflection about one’s hypothetical future state for each of the options (and 

rewards) taken and foregone.

 Autobiographies or memories about actions of the self and others in a distinct past, 

future and hypothetical imaginary situation, answering questions such as “what 

was / will I be doing?” (Van Overwalle, 2014).

 Traits of others and self, based on trait adjectives without action descriptions, 

answering questions such as what type of person someone is (e.g., how much does 

“smart” apply to X?) Involves “conceptual knowledge about persons“ (Schurz et al., 

2014, p. 13). 

We further excluded from social mentalizing the mere presence of humans while their 

actions are unclear or undetermined. Note that material that was not considered 

mentalizing by the researcher(s) conducting the study, was screened on the presence of 

humans in the stimuli (e.g., humans in the scenes, events etc.) as determined from the 

description in the method section (denoted by Hmethod in Table 2 and supplementary Table 

S1), examples in the method section (denoted by Hexamples), or the supplementary material 

of the study (denoted by Hsuppl). Any material that contained more than 50% humans in the 

main experimental condition was included as mentalizing if it fulfilled one of the content 

criteria described above. For example, if sentences were explicitly screened for similar 

meaning (i.e., synonyms) and more than 50% of the sentences contained humans who 

engaged in various actions, this was categorized under the subcategory “social meaning” 
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(Hoffman, Binney, & Lambon Ralph, 2015).

 Emotional self-experiences given questions such as “How are you feeling?”, or the 

attribution of an emotion to a situation without a clear interactive social context or actions, 

even without an explicit instructions to do so. We categorized the emotion category as a 

separate category in line with the majority of the emotion literature, although strictly 

speaking, emotional self-experiences or self-judgments involve mentalizing appraisal 

processes with the self as object rather than another person, also referred to as 

“conceptualization” (Lindquist & Barrett, 2012) and “mentalizing” (Van Overwalle, 2011). 

Neuroimaging research shows that emotions show a large overlap with mentalizing (Van 

Overwalle, 2009, 2011), especially when they involve consciously reflecting upon the 

reconstruction of events and (re)appraisals that lead to the emotion, or reflecting about their 

good or bad outcomes  (Buhle et al., 2013; Cunningham, Zelazo, Packer, & Van Bavel, 

2007; Cunningham, Raye, & Johnson, 2004; Lindquist & Barrett, 2012; Lindquist, Wager, 

Kober, Bliss-Moreau, & Barrett, 2012). Therefore, it is very likely that self-related 

emotions trigger mentalizing appraisals and so recruit the posterior cerebellum. This is 

supported by the finding that topic #26 in the 50 topics set of NeuroSynth, which is of most 

relevance, shows a ROI in the right posterior cerebellum roughly at MNI coordinates 26 -

78 -34, which is between ROIs 1/2 and 3/4. 

 Semantic understanding of language, that is, grasping the meaning of words, sentences and 

narratives. To understand a story or sentence, the comprehension of goals, behaviors and 

mind of agents is often a prerequisite, so that semantics share a lot of commonalities with 

mentalizing (Mar, 2011). In line with the screening criteria as described above, studies in 

this category are purely semantic independent from a social context and contain less than 

50% trials with humans.

 Linguistic functions involving grammar, spelling (of Western and Eastern characters) and 

pronunciation.  These were all categorized as non-mentalizing.

 Motor Execution and Motor Perception involve evolutionary older key functions of the 

cerebellum, typically located in the anterior cerebellum. As noted above, when biological 

movements were executed by humans (or biological human-like movements by abstract 

shapes), the perception of these actions was categorized under motor perception as it may 
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trigger social mirroring, rather than mentalizing (Van Overwalle et al., 2014).

 Somatosensory refers to sensory functions that respond to changes inside or at the surface 

of the body.

 Music which clearly requires sensory input or motor responses that follow a sequence.

 Cognitive refers to a variety of processes such as executive functions to plan and direct 

goal-oriented behavior, and ignoring or resolving inconsistencies. It also includes memory 

and numerical operations. When out of a social context, these functions were categorized as 

non-mentalizing.

Classification of all the studies proceeded in two steps. The initial decision on eligibility, 

checking of coordinates, and classification of task categories, modality, stimuli/material, instructions 

and contrasts (see examples in Table 2) was made after a first reading of each article by FVO and QM 

(ROI 1, 2 & 5), or QM alone (ROI 3 & 4). These classifications were then thoroughly checked by 

FVO. This final check generally confirmed the initial coordinates and the subdivision of the major task 

categories and stimulus modalities, although minor rephrasing and reinterpretation occurred for the 

mentalizing subcategories (stimuli), instructions and contrasts. On the basis of a reviewer’s 

suggestions, the classifications of the Mentalizing and Emotion categories were checked anew by FVO 

and QM, leading to some recategorizations. All these classifications are reported in full in the 

supplementary Table S1. 

Results

Some exemplary studies are listed in Table 2, listing all major task and mentalizing categories 

included in this meta-analysis. Supplementary Table S1 lists the details of all individual studies, 

including task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus modality, stimulus material, instructions and 

contrasts. 

A summary overview of the major task categories is given in Table 3 (Top panel), showing the 

percentage of studies that revealed activation in each of the ROIs. As predicted, in Crus II (ROIs 1 - 4), 

the mentalizing category involved the majority of the studies with an average of 57% over all ROIs 

(ranging from 46% to 67%), while in Crus I (ROI 5) this reduced to 35%. Since the emotional self-

experiences category may be considered as mentalizing, we also took both categories together. The 

reason is that emotional self-experiences involve mentalizing appraisal processes with the self rather 
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than another person as object of judgment. These self-directed processes have been referred to as 

“conceptualization” (Lindquist & Barrett, 2012) and “mentalizing” (Van Overwalle, 2011). This 

combined mentalizing and emotional categorization resulted in an average Crus II involvement for 

74% of the studies, as compared to 35% for Crus I. In addition, in Crus II a sizeable number of studies 

also involved semantic, motor-related, musical and cognitive tasks (each no more than 8% on 

average). In contrast, Crus I revealed a variety of non-mentalizing processes, starting with cognitive 

tasks as most strongly represented (most often numeric or memory tasks; 18%), followed by tasks 

related to semantics (15%), somatosensory experience (12%), music (9%), motor processes (6%), and 

language (6%). 

We explored whether there were any differences between the number of studies in Crus II 

against Crus I, using a χ2 test assuming an equal distribution across the ROIs. Comparing mentalizing, 

emotional self-experiences and all other categories combined (Table 3), this difference was highly 

significant, χ2 (2) =  15.46, p < .001. We further explored any differences within the four ROIs in Crus 

II, and found an unexpected increase in the right as opposed to the left ROIs for the semantic task 

category, χ2 (3) =  14.00, p < .01. This findings is probably related to the contralateral connectivity 

with left-located languages areas in the cerebrum.

To provide a comparative base-rate of the typical number of fMRI studies of each task 

category, we queried the NeuroSynth database and listed in Table 3 (Top panel, far right) the number 

of available studies under several topics from the 50-topics set in the database closely related to our 

task categories (extracted in July 2018; Poldrack et al., 2012). This comparison evidently assumes that 

the work tabulated in NeuroSynth, and in the field at large, is somehow representative of the 

distribution of processes in the human brain. Note that when more than one topic was selected, we 

counted only one time each study contributing to multiple topics (i.e., without duplicates). As can be 

seen, across the whole brain, all topics ranged between 6 % - 29 % of all fMRI studies, indicating that 

the high incidence of mentalizing / emotion studies in Crus II in our study does not result from a 

higher base-rate of this type of studies, but seems to be specific to this area. Although the topics from 

NeuroSynth are somewhat arbitrarily selected and the reported base-rates are therefore suggestive at 

best, this conclusion is upheld when other relevant topics from NeuroSynth are selected. 

Table 3 (Middle panel) also provides the mentalizing subcategories (see also Figure 2), 

reflecting the content of mentalizing. Consistent with our prediction, for the ROIs in Crus II, the 
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highest percentages are found for mentalizing subcategories that directly reflect or imply human 

behavior and movement, including social meaning (13%), explicit goals (6%), beliefs (15%), and 

autobiographies (16%), with the highest incidence for emotion attribution often via facial / bodily 

expressions (28%). Higher-order attributions involving morality (1%) and causality (2%) can be 

considered as higher-order goal attributions referring to human responsibility and causality of goal-

driven behavior, and may be added to that category. In contrast, as predicted, lower percentages are 

generally found for mentalizing subcategories that do not reflect human action sequences, such as trait 

judgments (12%) and dilemmas (6%). Note, however, that these percentages are not compared against 

existing base-rates, so that they are descriptive at best. Exploratory χ2 tests did not reveal significant 

differences between the four ROIs of Crus II, p > 0.05. 

Finally, Table 3 (Bottom panel) provides the stimulus categories of the mentalizing studies, 

which were derived from the stimuli of the main condition in all included studies (see Supplementary 

Table S1, “Stimuli of Main Condition” columns). Consistent with our prediction that the cerebellum is 

involved in dynamic sequencing of action and movement, for the ROIs in Crus II, on average the 

largest proportion of the stimulus material involved human actions (47%) and autobiographic 

memories of actions (12%), or a total of 59%. If we include facial / bodily expressions (18%), the total 

proportion raises to a mean 77%. Exploratory χ2 tests revealed significant differences between the 

Crus II ROIs for autobiographic memories, χ2 (3) = 10.00, p < 0.05, showing that these were more 

activated for the right than left ROIs. Note, however, that the proportion of all action- and emotion-

related material was also substantial for the Crus I ROI 5 (58%), suggesting that many mentalizing 

inferences in both Crus I and II are supported by them.

Discussion

This meta-analysis explored the functional role of the posterior cerebellum in mentalizing. 

Given that the ROIs in the bilateral Crus II derived from earlier belief sequencing studies 

(“sequencing” ROIs 1 & 2 with MNI coordinates ±24 -76 -40) and from the NeuroSynth mentalizing 

meta-analysis (“mentalizing” ROIs 3 & 4 with MNI coordinates ±26 -84 -34) are located within the 

mentalizing network by Buckner et al. (2011) and are close to the cluster peaks reported in a recent 

meta-analysis by Guell et al. (2018), we hypothesized that these areas are specialized in mentalizing. 

Consistent with this prediction, we found that a large majority of 74% of the eligible studies involved 

mentalizing functions, including emotions attributed to others and self-experienced emotions. Other 
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non-mentalizing functions formed small minorities, and were variously related to motor, 

somatosensory and executive tasks (including music, semantics, memory, numbers, and so on). We 

found no differences in mentalizing activity between these four ROIs. The high incidence of 

mentalizing in Crus II is very distinct from the lower base-rate across the whole brain as revealed in 

NeuroSynth. 

Consistent with the hypothesis that the cerebellum is involved in action sequence detection, a 

high incidence of mentalizing subcategories were based on actual or reconstructed human actions, such 

as when attributing social meaning (i.e., implicit goals), explicit goals, beliefs, and autobiographic 

memories. Interestingly, the highest incidence was found for emotion attribution, often on the basis of 

static facial and bodily expressions. Given that emotion attribution and experience has been left out 

from many recent meta-analyses on mentalizing (e.g., Schurz et al. 2014; Van Overwalle et al., 2014; 

but not in Guell et al., 2018), more research on the role of the cerebellum in emotion attribution is 

needed to understand their relationship with mentalizing. This relationship might be complex, as recent 

studies with cerebellar patients show impairments on social mentalizing, but not necessarily on 

emotion attribution (Clausi et al., 2019; Van Overwalle, De Coninck, et al., 2019). In contrast, as 

predicted, lower percentages were generally revealed for mentalizing without explicit human 

sequencing, such as trait attributions, and dilemmas. 

We also hypothesized that the Crus I ROI 5 (with MNI coordinates -40 -70 -40) would reveal 

less empirical support for mentalizing functionality, because it is located close to the boundary of the 

mentalizing and executive network (Buckner et al., 2011). Consistent with this expectation, only 35% 

of the studies recruiting this area were related to mentalizing and self-related emotionality. The other 

activations were related to a variety of other mental processes, of which the most prominent ones (i.e. 

cognitive, 18%, and semantic/linguistic, 15%) are consistent with the location of this area close to the 

executive network. Of critical importance is that the lower degree of mentalizing activations in Crus I, 

together with the low base-rate in the NeuroSynth database, suggests that the high incidence of 

mentalizing processes in our meta-analysis is related to its specific location in the bilateral Crus II. 

The high percentage of mentalizing studies in Crus II is surprising. In an earlier meta-analysis 

on the cerebellum (Van Overwalle et al., 2014; > 350 studies), activation of the cerebellum was 

revealed in only about 1/3 of the social cognitive studies (except for more abstract categories such as 

traits and autobiographic memories, showing activation in about 3/4 of the studies). However, this 
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lower percentage in past research might be due to several methodological limitations of the studies 

included. We surmise that many researchers simply neglected (parts of) the cerebellum in the scanning 

procedure (i.e., window) or scientific reports, as they might have not expected that the cerebellum was 

important for social functioning. Also surprising is that this earlier meta-analysis revealed most 

mentalizing in Crus I rather than Crus II, although this might in part be due to shortcomings in the 

conversion from the original Talairach to MNI coordinates which may have led to underreported Crus 

II clusters. In contrast, a recent large-scale analysis by Guell et al. (2018; 787 participants) reported 

about equal recruitment of Crus I and Crus II, but their analysis involved only social animations and no 

other mentalizing tasks, which seriously limits this finding. Moreover, as noted in the introduction, the 

high incidence of mentalizing in Crus II is consistent with recent fMRI studies focusing on the 

connectivity of the cerebellum with the cerebral cortex among healthy adults (Van Overwalle, Van de 

Steen, et al., 2019; Van Overwalle et al., 2020) or individuals with autism (Olivito et al., 2018), and 

the cerebellar network structure proposed by several authors (Buckner et al., 2011; Guell et al., 2018).

The existence of a small incidence of additional functions besides mentalizing in Crus II, such 

as various sensorimotor and executive functions (including semantics, linguistics and memory) is 

consistent with similar overlap found between these functions in the meta-analysis of the cerebellum 

mentioned earlier (Van Overwalle et al., 2014). More work is needed to establish whether these 

overlapping functions are empirically robust, either at a meta-analytic level or within single studies. 

Are these overlaps due to specific core operations that support multiple mentalizing and non-

mentalizing processes subserved in these cerebellar areas? Or are mentalizing versus non- mentalizing 

functions separated by loose patchy boundaries in the cerebellum? These are fascinating questions for 

future research. Perhaps studies that directly compare social information processing (e.g. false beliefs) 

with non-social controls (e.g. outdated photos), can provide more insight in this question, by revealing 

areas in the cerebellum common to the underlying reasoning but distinct in their social content. 

However, from all studies reviewed in this article, none provided sufficient information to answer this 

question.

Limitations

The present meta-analysis has a number of limitations. Perhaps the most important limitation is 

that readers should be aware that we screened only a limited set of ROIs, not the whole Crus I/II area. 

Thus, it might well be that beyond the ROIs investigated here, some areas in Crus II are less 
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specialized in mentalizing, or that some areas in Crus I are more specialized. Moreover, other areas in 

the cerebellum might be relevant. For instance, lobule VI was revealed by Van Overwalle et al. (2014) 

as another important area involved in self-references and autobiographic memories (often involving 

the self), and in the large-scale analysis by Guell et al. (2018) as involved in social animations. 

However, this area was also associated with many non-mentalizing tasks in the meta-analysis by E et 

al. (2014) and Guell et al. (2018), so that it might be less specialized for social mentalizing. 

Second, the selection of studies was based on a single database: NeuroSynth. This was for 

obvious reasons, namely, to conduct a reverse meta-analysis starting from fMRI studies within a set of 

predetermined spheres (ROIs) in the posterior cerebellum. 

Third, the studies were limited to MNI coordinates. This was because of the uncertainty 

surrounding Talairach coordinates, as they were not always converted to MNI coordinates in the 

NeuroSynth database and thus often fell beyond our predetermined spheres with 6 mm radius. Because 

current studies are mostly reported in MNI coordinates, this limitation affected most often older 

studies. 

Fourth, we included emotional self-experiences as a separate task category and not as part of 

our “mentalizing” studies. Although one might concur that that emotional self-experiences involve 

somatosensory processes that are available only to the self, and not when processing others, modern 

views of emotions consider emotional appraisals or conceptualization as mentalizing processes which 

are an intimate part of emotions (Lindquist & Barrett, 2012) in which a person turns his or her 

perspective to the mental state of the self. More generally, many studies categorized as mentalizing did 

not reflect pure social-cognitive processes, and often included elements of emotionality. This is 

consistent with neuroimaging research showing that emotions show a large overlap with mentalizing 

(Van Overwalle, 2009, 2011). 

Fifth, we used the NeuroSynth database to gauge the base-rate of similar task categories across 

the whole brain. Although the “topics” in NeuroSynth are the closest match to the present task 

categories, obviously they have been defined and compiled in a completely different manner, so that 

these comparisons are merely indicative. 

Sixth, we found no lateralization in the ROIs considered, except for semantics. This is an issue 

for further research on the cerebellum, although this might be quite unsuccessful because meta-

analyses of cortical areas involved in social mentalizing often failed to find evidence for strong 
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hemispheric differences (e.g., Schurz et al., 2014).

A final limitation concerns the specificity of the mentalizing and self-related emotional 

processes being studied in this meta-analysis. All socially-relevant studies were included, except for 

two categories – social mirroring and the mere presence of humans (when their actions were unclear). 

Apart from these two, it may appear that all aspects of social or self-referential cognition fall under the 

heading of mentalizing. However, this may be a consequence of the sharp categorization of studies in 

the service of our meta-analysis, since a more graded perspective is possible, and empirically 

supported. As mentioned earlier, a recent study documented that cerebellar patients were most 

impaired when generating the correct sequence of cartoons involving false beliefs, but less so for 

social routines and non-social events (Van Overwalle, De Coninck, et al., 2019). Likewise, an fMRI 

study on the same task revealed the highest Crus II activation when stories involved beliefs, and less so 

when they involved social routines and non-social events (Heleven et al., 2019). Thus, to the extent 

that social actions are automated and require little or no mentalizing, they seem to activate the 

posterior cerebellum less or not at all.

Theoretical implications

Some popular explanations of the role of the cerebellum in social cognition did not receive 

much support in the present study. First, there was little evidence for theories that view the cerebellum 

as a domain-general modulator of cognitive processes, that updates information and sends adaptive 

feedback to the cerebral cortex (e.g., Andreasen & Pierson, 2008; Bower, 1997). In this view, the 

cerebellum itself is not responsible for any particular function, but rather facilitates the efficiency by 

which other neocortical structures perform their own processes. Second, a general time-keeping role of 

the cerebellum which coordinates the inputs and outputs from varied sources during processing, as 

proposed by E et al. (2014) is also unlikely. If a timing function plays a role in social thought, it most 

likely does so during mirroring of observed movements, which was not the focus of this analysis. 

In contrast, the present domain-specific results on mentalizing in Crus II are consistent with the 

view that the general function of the cerebellum is to construct internal models of motor and non-

motor sequences of behavior and to directly manipulate through error-feedback the final outputs of 

sensorimotor, cognitive and emotional functions (Ito & Schuman, 2008; Leggio, Chiricozzi, Clausi, 

Tedesco, & Molinari, 2011; Pisotta & Molinari, 2014; Sokolov, Miall, & Ivry, 2017). This general 

cerebellar role of sequencing reveals regional differences as a function of the heterogeneous 
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connections to specific functional domains in the cerebral cortex, which contact at precise locations in 

the cerebellum. As suggested by the present analysis and earlier connectivity studies on the social 

cerebellum (Van Overwalle, D’aes, & Mariën, 2015; Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, & Mariën, 2018; 

Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, van Dun, & Heleven, 2019; Van Overwalle & Mariën, 2016), key 

mentalizing areas in the cerebrum are connected via closed-loops with the bilateral Crus II, and so 

renders this cerebellar area socially relevant. By making internal plans for sequences in advance and 

sending corrective feedback about various potential responses of other persons, the cerebellum 

facilitates easy and spontaneous social interaction.

Clinical implications

The involvement of Crus II in mentalizing offers interesting avenues for clinical diagnosis and 

treatment of cerebellar and related impairments. First, with respect to diagnosis, this offers tools to 

predict impairments in specific social mentalizing functions, that might be too easily ignored given the 

important motoric dysfunctions that are clinically very apparent (D’Mello et al., 2015; D’Mello & 

Stoodley, 2015; Stoodley et al., 2017). To illustrate, a recent study with autistic adults, analyzing 

anatomical and structural changes in the cerebellum (Olivito et al., 2018), provided evidence for the 

mentalizing role of the cerebellum in ASD dysfunctions. The results showed decreased cerebellar grey 

matter volume in the right Crus II with peak voxel (MNI 29 -73 -43) centered very close to the present 

“sequencing” ROIs, and this reduced volume was correlated with the degree of autistic traits. Second, 

this location might become a spot for brain stimulation treatments, using TMS or tDCS (van Dun, 

Bodranghien, Mariën, & Manto, 2016; van Dun, Bodranghien, Manto, & Mariën, 2017). One 

promising TMS study (Gamond, Ferrari, La Rocca, & Cattaneo, 2017) provided some evidence for 

reduction of social stereotyping after stimulating the right Crus I (which arguably affected a larger part 

of the posterior cerebellum). Third, the sequencing hypothesis of social action might offer suggestions 

for behavioral clinical treatment, because sequencing in social interaction has not attracted a lot of 

interest in current research on social neuroimaging and treatment.

Conclusion

The present meta-analysis shows that a domain-specific mentalizing function is supported in 

the cerebellar Crus II lobule. Within four bilateral regions of interest in this area, we found an 

incidence of 74% of mentalizing functions related to social cognition and self-related emotional 
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cognition. This points to highly specialized areas for mentalizing processes. Importantly, this indicates 

that the cerebellum has an important social function that has been hereto largely neglected in the 

scientific community, but one that receives growing evidence from neuroimaging research.
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Table 1: Criteria and Number of Excluded studies; Demographics of Included Studies

Regions of Interest (radius 6 mm)
Sequencing  Mentalizing Sequencing

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5
Right Crus II Left Crus II Right Crus II Left Crus II Left Crus I
24 -76 -40 -24 -76 -40 26 -84 -34 -26 -84 -34 -40 -70 -40 Studies %

Excluded Studies
Criteria for exclusion:
Technique & Analysis

Volume 3 1 4 3 3 14 3%
Connectivity 7 2 10 8 4 31 7%
Resting state 2 4 9 2 7 24 6%
Meta-analysis 0 0 1 1 2 4 1%
Other (SPECT, EEG, …) 0 1 1 3 3 8 2%

Population & Non-psychological factors
Patients 7 13 9 10 12 61 14%
Medication / Substance 0 0 1 1 1 3 1%
Genetic interaction 1 0 1 0 0 2 0%

Coordinates
Incorrect coordinates 1 1 2 0 1 5 1%
Talairach coordinates 11 8 19 8 9 55 13%

Other
1 2 3 1 1 8 2%

Number of excluded studies 33 32  60 37  43  215 51%
% of excluded studies 40% 52%  52% 49%  56%    

Included Studies
Demographics (means):

Number of Participants 23.0 45.6 40.6 45.3 20.2
Males 12.2 20.1 18.1 22.1 11.8
Mean Age 28.2 27.3 26.6 25.7 25.2

Number of included studies 48 30  56 39  34  207 49%
Note. A chi-square test revealed that none of the ROIs showed an unequal distribution of the exclusion criteria, p > .08
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Table 2: Examples of studies for all major task and mentalizing categories

Authors Year Stimulus 
Modality

General 
Category

Mentalizing 
Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instructions Contrast (>) or Regression

Groen 2010 Auditory Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hmethod > 80%) Detecting sentences with pseudowords Normal sentence > Speech-like noise

Johnston 2013 Visual (Pictures 
/ Video)

Mentalizing Emotion 
Attributions

Facial emotional expressions Making emotion judgement (Fear/Surprised) or gender 
judgement (Female/Male).

Categorizing emotion > Gender 

Jack 2015 Visual 
(Animations)

Mentalizing Social 
Animations

Shape motion (goal-directed & 
social)

Passively watching shapes moving in goal-directed or 
social ways (e.g., chasing other, fighting, dancing 
together, hiding).

Goal-directed > Random motion

Spunt 2011 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Goals Human actions Answering questions about: “what / why / how is the 
agent doing”

Why > What > How questions

Lewis (Exp. 2) 2017 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering questions about agents who have different 
beliefs about other agents

Belief > Facts

Schneider 2013 Visual Mentalizing Morality Human actions (moral 
dilemma)

Judging a solution related to individual gain versus 
collective losses

Individual versus collective moral 
dilemma > control

Fukushima 2013 Visual & 
Auditory

Mentalizing Causality Square changes in positions & 
color

Judging self-agency, whether changes in a target are 
caused by own actions

Movements caused by self > not caused 
by self

Servaas 2015 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Dilemmas Self-decision Accepting or rejecting monetary proposals by 
opponent.

Unfair > Fair rejection (for unfair 
proposals)

Nawa 2014 Verbal Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memories of negative or positive events in 
personal lives

Autobiographic memory > Counting 
control

Matsunaga 2017 Verbal & Visual 
(Pictures)

Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Imaging life events experienced alone or with a friend, 
and rating happiness

With friend > Alone

Debbane 2017 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing positive or negative traits to self or best 
(same-sex) friend

Trait judgments > Counting syllables 
control

Engen 2015 Visual (Videos) Emotional --- Human actions Rating positive and negative emotions about 
distressing & neutral video clips while implementing a 
Reappraisal or Compassion regulation technique.

Emotion regulation: Reappraisal > 
Compassion

Seghier 2011 Verbal / Visual Semantic --- Words / Pictures (Hexample = 
0%)

Indicating which item (word / picture) is most 
semantically related to target item

Semantic > Perceptual matching

de Diego 
Balaguer 

2006 Verbal Linguistic --- Regular & Irregular verbs Producing the present tense form of the verb or 
repeating the infinitive form

Nonce verb inflection > Irregular verb 
inflection

Fogel 2014 Visual Motor --- Finger tapping Performing a motor sequence by tapping the fingers Motor sequence training 
Beudel 2009 Visual 

(Animations)
Motor 
perception

--- Ball movements Judging the speed of a ball moving or the place where 
ball disappears

Speed > Place at stop

Evans 2002 Somatosensory Somatosensory --- Urge to breath (Air hunger) Rating urge to breath Urge to breath
Mutschler 2007 Auditory Music --- Melodies (Piano) Listening to melodies that were played or listened to 

earlier multiple times
Number of trials needed to learn 
melodies 

Liu 2006 Visual Cognitive  --- Stroop task Identifying ink color while ignoring the meaning of same 
/ different colored words

One-word (same) > Four-word 
(different) Stroop task

Note: H = Percentage of human or humanized animals in the stimulus material based on the information provided (source indicated by subscript).
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Table 3: Major task categories and social subcategories of the regions of interest, and comparative data on topics in the NeuroSynth database.
 Regions of Interest (radius 6 mm)  NeuroSynth

Sequencing  Mentalizing Sequencing

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5

Right Crus II Left Crus II Right Crus II Left Crus II Crus II Left Crus I

Category / Subcategory 24 -76 -40 -24 -76 -40  26 -84 -34 -26 -84 -34  Means  -40 -70 -40 Topic # Studies

General Categories
Mentalizing 46% 57% 61% 67% 57% 35% #8 #28 (social) #40 (face) 20%
Emotional self-experiences 23% 23% 14% 8% 17% 0% #26 (emotional) 15%
Semantic 15% 0% 13% 0% 7% 15% #38 (semantic) 9%
Linguistic 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% #37 (language) 12%
Motor / Motor Perception 13% 3% 4% 8% 7% 6% #17 (motor) #45 (motion) 15%
Somatosensory 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 12% #32 (somatosensory) 6%
Music 2% 0% 2% 10% 4% 9% #6 (auditory) 9%

Cognitive a 2% 17%  7% 8%  8%  18% #9 #33 (memory) #18 (number) 
#11 (learning) 29%

Number of all studies 48 30  56 39  43.3  34  14371
Mentalizing Content Subcategories

Social Meaning 23% 18% 6% 4% 13% 17%
Emotion Attributions 27% 29% 24% 31% 28% 17%
Social Animations 0% 6% 0% 0% 1% 0%
Goals 0% 6% 6% 12% 6% 0%
Beliefs 18% 24% 6% 12% 15% 8%
Morality 0% 0% 6% 0% 1% 0%
Causality 0% 0% 3% 4% 2% 0%
Dilemmas 9% 6% 6% 4% 6% 33%
Autobiographies / Imaginations 18% 6% 26% 15% 16% 25%
Traits 5% 6% 18% 19% 12% 0%
Number of mentalizing studies 22 17  34 26  24.8  12
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Motion / Action related Stimuli of Main Condition in Mentalizing

Facial / Body expressions 23% 18% 12% 19% 18% 8%
Human actions 50% 65% 38% 35% 46% 42%
Autobiographic memories 18% 0% 24% 8% 12% 8%
Sum of percentages 91% 82%  74% 62%  76%  58%
Number of mentalizing studies 22 17  34 26  24.8  12
Note: Percentages in the cells refer to the proportion of studies within a category in relation to the total number of all studies (top panel), or total number of 
mentalizing studies (middle and bottom panel). The NeuroSynth topics were selected from an available set of 50 topics extracted from the abstracts of all 
articles in the NeuroSynth database as of July 2018. Topic words between parenthesis are selected as most representative from the first two most sampled 
terms (Poldrack et al., 2012). Crus II Means = mean value of the four Crus II Regions of Interest. a includes one "Visual" study in ROI -24 -76 -40.
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Figure 2

Figure Captions

Figure 1. Prisma diagram of the meta-analysis on Mentalizing and Emotional self-experiences.

Figure 2. Regions of interest (ROIs) and results of the meta-analysis for the “Mentalizing” and “Emotional self-experiences” Task (sub) categories (the 

remaining task categories are indicated by white bars). ROIs taken from a top view (z = -40; -34) and a back view (y = -75; -70; -84). The sequencing 

ROIs 1, 2 and 5 are superimposed on the 7-network parcellation from Bruckner et al. (2011), where the white area reflects the mentalizing/default 

network, and the neighboring light grey area the executive network. The mentalizing ROIs 3 and 4 are taken from NeuroSynth. ROIs 1-4 are in Crus II, 

ROI 1 with MNI coordinates 25 -75 -40 (Van Overwalle & Mariën, 2016; Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, et al., 2019; Van Overwalle et al., 2020), ROI 

2 as its the left counterpart with MNI coordinates -25 -75 -40, ROI 3 and 4 with MNI coordinates ±26 -84 -34 from the mentalizing (topic 8 and 28) 

meta-analysis in NeuroSynth. ROI 5 is in the right Crus I with MNI coordinates -40 -70 -40 (Van Overwalle et al., 2019)
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Figure 1
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Table 1: Criteria and Number of Excluded studies; Demographics of Included Studies
Regions of Interest (radius 6 mm)

Sequencing  Mentalizing Sequencing
ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5

Right Crus II Left Crus II Right Crus II Left Crus II Left Crus I
24 -76 -40 -24 -76 -40 26 -84 -34 -26 -84 -34 -40 -70 -40 Studies %

Excluded Studies
Criteria for exclusion:
Technique & Analysis

Volume 3 1 4 3 3 14 3%
Connectivity 7 2 10 8 4 31 7%
Resting state 2 4 9 2 7 24 6%
Meta-analysis 0 0 1 1 2 4 1%
Other (SPECT, EEG, …) 0 1 1 3 3 8 2%

Population & Non-psychological factors
Patients 7 13 9 10 12 61 14%
Medication / Substance 0 0 1 1 1 3 1%
Genetic interaction 1 0 1 0 0 2 0%

Coordinates
Incorrect coordinates 1 1 2 0 1 5 1%
Talairach coordinates 11 8 19 8 9 55 13%

Other
1 2 3 1 1 8 2%

Number of excluded studies 33 32  60 37  43  215 51%
% of excluded studies 40% 52%  52% 49%  56%    

Included Studies
Demographics (means):

Number of Participants 23.0 45.6 40.6 45.3 20.2
Males 12.2 20.1 18.1 22.1 11.8
Mean Age 28.2 27.3 26.6 25.7 25.2

Number of included studies 48 30  56 39  34  207 49%
Note. A chi-square test revealed that none of the ROIs showed an unequal distribution of the exclusion criteria, p > .08
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Table 2: Examples of studies for all major task and mentalizing categories

Authors Year Stimulus 
Modality

General 
Category

Mentalizing 
Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instructions Contrast (>) or Regression

Groen 2010 Auditory Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hmethod > 80%) Detecting sentences with pseudowords Normal sentence > Speech-like noise

Johnston 2013 Visual (Pictures 
/ Video)

Mentalizing Emotion 
Attributions

Facial emotional expressions Making emotion judgement (Fear/Surprised) or gender 
judgement (Female/Male).

Categorizing emotion > Gender 

Jack 2015 Visual 
(Animations)

Mentalizing Social 
Animations

Shape motion (goal-directed & 
social)

Passively watching shapes moving in goal-directed or 
social ways (e.g., chasing other, fighting, dancing 
together, hiding).

Goal-directed > Random motion

Spunt 2011 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Goals Human actions Answering questions about: “what / why / how is the 
agent doing”

Why > What > How questions

Lewis (Exp. 2) 2017 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering questions about agents who have different 
beliefs about other agents

Belief > Facts

Schneider 2013 Visual Mentalizing Morality Human actions (moral 
dilemma)

Judging a solution related to individual gain versus 
collective losses

Individual versus collective moral 
dilemma > control

Fukushima 2013 Visual & 
Auditory

Mentalizing Causality Square changes in positions & 
color

Judging self-agency, whether changes in a target are 
caused by own actions

Movements caused by self > not caused 
by self

Servaas 2015 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Dilemmas Self-decision Accepting or rejecting monetary proposals by 
opponent.

Unfair > Fair rejection (for unfair 
proposals)

Nawa 2014 Verbal Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memories of negative or positive events in 
personal lives

Autobiographic memory > Counting 
control

Matsunaga 2017 Verbal & Visual 
(Pictures)

Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Imaging life events experienced alone or with a friend, 
and rating happiness

With friend > Alone

Debbane 2017 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing positive or negative traits to self or best 
(same-sex) friend

Trait judgments > Counting syllables 
control

Engen 2015 Visual (Videos) Emotional --- Human actions Rating positive and negative emotions about 
distressing & neutral video clips while implementing a 
Reappraisal or Compassion regulation technique.

Emotion regulation: Reappraisal > 
Compassion

Seghier 2011 Verbal / Visual Semantic --- Words / Pictures (Hexample = 
0%)

Indicating which item (word / picture) is most 
semantically related to target item

Semantic > Perceptual matching

de Diego 
Balaguer 

2006 Verbal Linguistic --- Regular & Irregular verbs Producing the present tense form of the verb or 
repeating the infinitive form

Nonce verb inflection > Irregular verb 
inflection

Fogel 2014 Visual Motor --- Finger tapping Performing a motor sequence by tapping the fingers Motor sequence training 
Beudel 2009 Visual 

(Animations)
Motor 
perception

--- Ball movements Judging the speed of a ball moving or the place where 
ball disappears

Speed > Place at stop

Evans 2002 Somatosensory Somatosensory --- Urge to breath (Air hunger) Rating urge to breath Urge to breath
Mutschler 2007 Auditory Music --- Melodies (Piano) Listening to melodies that were played or listened to 

earlier multiple times
Number of trials needed to learn 
melodies 

Liu 2006 Visual Cognitive  --- Stroop task Identifying ink color while ignoring the meaning of same 
/ different colored words

One-word (same) > Four-word 
(different) Stroop task

Note: H = Percentage of human or humanized animals in the stimulus material based on the information provided (source indicated by subscript).
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Table 3: Major task categories and social subcategories of the regions of interest, and comparative data on topics in the NeuroSynth database.
 Regions of Interest (radius 6 mm)  NeuroSynth

Sequencing  Mentalizing Sequencing

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5

Right Crus II Left Crus II Right Crus II Left Crus II Crus II Left Crus I

Category / Subcategory 24 -76 -40 -24 -76 -40  26 -84 -34 -26 -84 -34  Means  -40 -70 -40 Topic # Studies

General Categories
Mentalizing 46% 57% 61% 67% 57% 35% #8 #28 (social) #40 (face) 20%
Emotional self-experiences 23% 23% 14% 8% 17% 0% #26 (emotional) 15%
Semantic 15% 0% 13% 0% 7% 15% #38 (semantic) 9%
Linguistic 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% #37 (language) 12%
Motor / Motor Perception 13% 3% 4% 8% 7% 6% #17 (motor) #45 (motion) 15%
Somatosensory 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 12% #32 (somatosensory) 6%
Music 2% 0% 2% 10% 4% 9% #6 (auditory) 9%

Cognitive a 2% 17%  7% 8%  8%  18% #9 #33 (memory) #18 (number) 
#11 (learning) 29%

Number of all studies 48 30  56 39  43.3  34  14371
Mentalizing Content Subcategories

Social Meaning 23% 18% 6% 4% 13% 17%
Emotion Attributions 27% 29% 24% 31% 28% 17%
Social Animations 0% 6% 0% 0% 1% 0%
Goals 0% 6% 6% 12% 6% 0%
Beliefs 18% 24% 6% 12% 15% 8%
Morality 0% 0% 6% 0% 1% 0%
Causality 0% 0% 3% 4% 2% 0%
Dilemmas 9% 6% 6% 4% 6% 33%
Autobiographies / Imaginations 18% 6% 26% 15% 16% 25%
Traits 5% 6% 18% 19% 12% 0%
Number of mentalizing studies 22 17  34 26  24.8  12

Motion / Action related Stimuli of Main Condition in Mentalizing
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Facial / Body expressions 23% 18% 12% 19% 18% 8%
Human actions 50% 65% 38% 35% 46% 42%
Autobiographic memories 18% 0% 24% 8% 12% 8%
Sum of percentages 91% 82%  74% 62%  76%  58%
Number of mentalizing studies 22 17  34 26  24.8  12
Note: Percentages in the cells refer to the proportion of studies within a category in relation to the total number of all studies (top panel), or total number of 
mentalizing studies (middle and bottom panel). The NeuroSynth topics were selected from an available set of 50 topics extracted from the abstracts of all 
articles in the NeuroSynth database as of July 2018. Topic words between parenthesis are selected as most representative from the first two most sampled 
terms (Poldrack et al., 2012). Crus II Means = mean value of the four Crus II Regions of Interest. a includes one "Visual" study in ROI -24 -76 -40.
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Prisma diagram of the meta-analysis on Mentalizing and Emotional self-experiences. 
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Regions of interest (ROIs) and results of the meta-analysis for the “Mentalizing” and “Emotional self-
experiences” Task (sub) categories (the remaining task categories are indicated by white bars). ROIs taken 
from a top view (z = -40; -34) and a back view (y = -75; -70; -84). The sequencing ROIs 1, 2 and 5 are 

superimposed on the 7-network parcellation from Bruckner et al. (2011), where the white area reflects the 
mentalizing/default network, and the neighboring light grey area the executive network. The mentalizing 
ROIs 3 and 4 are taken from NeuroSynth. ROIs 1-4 are in Crus II, ROI 1 with MNI coordinates 25 -75 -40 
(Van Overwalle & Mariën, 2016; Van Overwalle, Van de Steen, et al., 2019; Van Overwalle et al., 2020), 

ROI 2 as its the left counterpart with MNI coordinates -25 -75 -40, ROI 3 and 4 with MNI coordinates ±26 -
84 -34 from the mentalizing (topic 8 and 28) meta-analysis in NeuroSynth. ROI 5 is in the right Crus I with 

MNI coordinates -40 -70 -40 (Van Overwalle et al., 2019) 

264x201mm (96 x 96 DPI) 
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Studies within ROI 24 -76 -40: Coordinates, stimulus modality, task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus material, instructions, contrasts and sample.

Neurosynth Link Authors Year Table x y z Stimulus Modality Main Category Mental Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instruction of Main Condition Contrast (>) or Regression Sample Size Males Mean Age
Differing
contributions of
inferior prefrontal
and anterior
temporal cortex to
concrete and
abstract conceptual
knowledge.

Hoffman 2015 4 20 -76 -38 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hexamples > 60%) Synonym judgement Synomym > Number comparison 19 11 25
Neural correlates of
language
comprehension in
autism spectrum
disorders: when
language conflicts
with world
knowledge.

Tesink (Healthy) 2011 3b 20 -74 -38 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hmethod > 80%) Passive listening to short narratives Semantic anomaly > Correct 24 16 26
Sentence syntax and
content in the human
temporal lobe: an
fMRI adaptation
study in auditory and
visual modalities.

Devauchelle (Exp. 1) 2008 3 20 -72 -40 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hsuppl > 95%) Passively reading Same > Different sentences 21 8 25
Beyond superior
temporal cortex:
intersubject
correlations in
narrative speech
comprehension.

Wilson 2008 2 22 -76 -38 Visual (Videos) & Auditory Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions Passively listening & watching narratives Comprehension > Rest (blank screen) 24 9 25
Language in context:
emergent features of
word, sentence, and
narrative
comprehension.

Xu 2005 1 20 -80 -40 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human-like actions (Fables; H = 100%) Passively reading Narrative > Letter string control 22 22 34
The effects of DAT1
genotype on fMRI
activation in an
emotional go/no-go
task.

Brown 2017 2 26 -74 -44 Visual Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Recognizing emotion (go/no-go task) Nogo (sad) > Go (happy) 42 18 32
A novel V1a receptor
antagonist blocks
vasopressin-induced
changes in the CNS
response to
emotional stimuli: an
fMRI study.

Lee 2013 2 28 -76 -40 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Recognizing emotion Anger > Fxation control 29 29 37
Recapitulating
emotional context:
activity of amygdala,
hippocampus and
fusiform cortex
during recollection
and familiarity.

Fenker 2005 1 24 -72 -39 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions (fear) Remembering neutral words Fearfull Memory (recollection) > Knowing (recognition) 20 6 23
Controlling
emotional
expression:
behavioral and
neural correlates of
nonimitative
emotional responses.

Lee 2008 2 24 -75 -37 Visual (Videos) & Auditory Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial expressions (other & self) Making own facial emotional expressions Incongruent > Congruent emotion 14 7 24
Common neural
correlates of emotion
perception in
humans.

Jastorff 2015 1 22 -76 -36 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Bodily emotional expressions Recognizing emotion Emotional > Neutral gait 16 8 25
Multimodal human
communication--
targeting facial
expressions, speech
content and prosody.

Regenbogen 2012 5 24 -78 -36 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions (actor-related narratives) Rating other's emotional valence Emotional > Neutral speech content 27 14 34
Neural activity during
social signal
perception correlates
with self-reported
empathy.

Hooker 2010 2 26 -74 -36 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Viewing & classifying change Change mental state > No change 15 8 21
Higher order
intentionality tasks
are cognitively more
demanding.

Lewis (Exp. 2) 2017 1 26 -80 -44 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering belief questions Belief > Facts 17 8 22
fMRI of Simultaneous
Interpretation
Reveals the Neural
Basis of Extreme
Language Control.

Hervais-Adelman 2015 6 22 -78 -38 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions (Hexamples = 100%) Listening / repeating / translating Simultaneous translation (duration) 43 17 25
The special case of
self-perspective
inhibition in mental,
but not non-mental,
representation.

Hartwright 2015 3 26 -80 -38 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering belief questions Belief > Physical (photos) 21 9 22
Activation in
inhibitory brain
regions during food
choice correlates
with temptation
strength and self-
regulatory success in
weight-concerned
women.

van der Laan 2014 4 26 -76 -38 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Dilemmas Self decision on snacks Self-regulation (food-choice) % Rejection of high-energy snacks 20 0 21
Sleep deprivation is
associated with
attenuated
parametric valuation
and control signals in
the midbrain during
value-based decision
making.

Menz 2012 1 28 -74 -44 Verbal Mentalizing Dilemmas Financial reward Decision making Sleep > Sleep deprived (risky option) 22 22 27
Intermittent
compared to
continuous real-time
fMRI neurofeedback
boosts control over
amygdala activation.

Hellrung 2018 2 27 -76 -35 Memory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Generating happy emotions by memories Happy memories > Counting backwards 42 42 27
Classification of self-
driven mental tasks
from whole-brain
activity patterns.

Nawa 2014 1 24 -75 -36 Verbal Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memory Autobiographic memory > Implicit baseline 11 5 29
Are There Multiple
Kinds of Episodic
Memory? An fMRI
Investigation
Comparing
Autobiographical and
Recognition Memory
Tasks.

Chen 2017 3 22 -80 -36 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & novel scenes Retrieving memory Autobiographic > Novel picture memory 27 11 27
The effects of
bilateral
hippocampal damage
on fMRI regional
activations and
interactions during
memory retrieval.

Maguire (Healthy) 2001 1 24 -81 -42 Auditory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & public memories Retrieving memory Episodic memory > Control 6 2 31
Involvement of the
mentalizing network
in social and non-
social high construal.

Baetens 2014 3 28 -74 -36 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Traits Human actions (Hmethod = 50%) Judging traits or category membership Trait / Category > Visual 18 9 25
The reward of a good
joke: neural
correlates of viewing
dynamic displays of
stand-up comedy.

Franklin 2011 2 24 -80 -38 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions (telling jokes) Rating own amuzement Funniness of jokes 19 10 25
Overlapping activity
in anterior insula
during interoception
and emotional
experience.

Zaki 2012 2 24 -82 -40 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions (telling events) Rating own emotion or eye gaze Emotion rating > Eye gaze rating 16 5 19
An fMRI study of
cytokine-induced
depressed mood and
social pain: the role
of sex differences.

Eisenberger 2009 2 22 -72 -44 Visual (Animations) Emotional Human actions (Social inclusion/exclusion) Rating own depression (Cyber game) Social exclusion > Inclusion 10 10 22
Neural correlates of
psychotic-like
experiences during
spiritual-trance state.

Mainieri 2017 2 24 -78 -40 Imagination Emotional --- Self mental state of emptiness Mediumistic trance > Resting 8 3 51
Orbitofrontal cortex
provides cross-modal
valuation of self-
generated stimuli.

Cunningham 2011 2 24 -75 -36 Imagination Emotional --- Imagining people (30%), objects, or situations Valence (Liking) 13 3 ---
A neurobiological
enquiry into the
origins of our
experience of the
sublime and
beautiful.

Ishizu 2014 2 21 -76 -35 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Natural scenes Sublime judgment (Affective feeling) Baseline > Sublime (predicted deactivation) 21 11 27
Personality
modulates the
effects of emotional
arousal and valence
on brain activation.

Kehoe 2012 2 26 -72 -38 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Emotional pictures (Hsuppl = 31%) Categorizing living vs. non-living Extraversion x Arousal level 23 23 23
Neural control of
vascular reactions:
impact of emotion
and attention.

Okon-Singer 2014 3 21 -76 -44 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Emotional pictures Discriminating target letter Negative > Neutral 24 13 25
The relationship
between fearfulness,
GABA+, and fear-
related BOLD
responses in the
insula.

Lipp 2015 2 28 -78 -38 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Humans (Hmethod = 50%) Detecting humans in animal pictures Spiders (Fear) > Animals (Neutral emotion) 37 0 21
Add a picture for
suspense: neural
correlates of the
interaction between
language and visual
information in the
perception of fear.

Willems 2011 3 24 -78 -38 Visual (Pictures) & Verbal Emotional Sentences (Fearfull or not) & Neutral pictures Passive reading & watching Picture with fearful sentence > without sentence 15 3 21
Amygdala
responsiveness to
emotional words is
modulated by
subclinical anxiety
and depression.

Laeger 2012 2 24 -76 -38 Verbal Emotional Words (Emotional) Passive reading Positive > Neutral words 21 10 26
Universal brain
signature of
proficient reading:
Evidence from four
contrasting
languages.

Rueckl 2015 1 25 -77 -42 Verbal Semantic Words: Living (50%) & non-living (50%) Categorizing living vs. non-living Listen speech & Read tekst convergence 84 39 24
Activation of the
dentate nucleus in a
verb generation task:
A 7T MRI study.

Thurling 2011 1 25 -73 -36 Verbal Semantic Words (Nouns) Generating verb (Hmethod > 50%) for object (Silent) verb generation > Silent reading 17 1 27
Writing affects the
brain network of
reading in Chinese: a
functional magnetic
resonance imaging
study.

Cao 2013 4 22 -80 -36 Verbal Semantic Words / Chinese characters Passive viewing English words > Chinese characters 17 10 22
Differential effects of
semantic processing
on memory
encoding.

Fliessbach 2010 2 27 -72 -39 Verbal Semantic Words: Living & non-living Alphabetic decision Hits > Misses of incidental encoding 35 17 26
'Cost in
transliteration': the
neurocognitive
processing of
Romanized writing.

Rao 2013 1 24 -76 -46 Verbal Semantic Words (Hsuppl = 16%) Categorizing English > Rest control 14 9 23
Lateralization is
predicted by reduced
coupling from the
left to right
prefrontal cortex
during semantic
decisions on written
words.

Seghier 2011 1 28 -74 -44 Verbal / Visual (Pictures) Semantic Words / Pictures (Hexample = 0%) Matching Semantic > Perceptual matching 60 30 32
The Effects of Age on
the Neural Correlates
of Recollection
Success, Recollection-
Related Cortical
Reinstatement, and
Post-Retrieval
Monitoring.

Wang 2016 5 27 -73 -44 Verbal / Visual (Pictures) Semantic Objects Categorization Recollection with > without details 48 22 46
Functional roles and
cultural modulations
of the medial
prefrontal and
parietal activity
associated with
causal attribution.

Han 2011 1 22 -80 -40 Visual (Animations) Motion Perception Shape motion Judging causality of shape movements Dispositional causality > Motion direction 15 6 22
Brain motor system
function after
chronic, complete
spinal cord injury.

Cramer (Healthy) 2005 2 26 -72 -38 Motor Motor --- Imagining to move Imagine > Rest 12 12 42
Interaction Between
Hippocampus and
Cerebellum Crus I in
Sequence-Based but
not Place-Based
Navigation.

Igloi 2015 2 24 -84 -39 Motor (Virtual reality) Motor Maze Goal-directed searching Sequence based search > control 17 17 24
Both parietal lobes
are involved in
drawing: a functional
MRI study and
implications for
constructional
apraxia.

Makuuchi 2003 3 22 -72 -44 Visual (Pictures) Motor Objects Drawing contour Drawing & naming > Naming 17 17 24
Challenge to
Promote Change: The
Neural Basis of the
Contextual
Interference Effect in
Young and Older
Adults.

Pauwels (Older adults) 2018 5 24 -78 -40 Motor Motor Bimanual visuomotor tracking task Tracking Random > Blocked learning over days 28 16 67
Cerebellar
degeneration affects
cortico-cortical
connectivity in motor
learning networks.

Tzvi (Healthy) 2017 4 20 -76 -42 Motor / Visual (Shapes) Motor Coloured shapes Serial reaction time task (implicit) Later > First session 14 4 52
A rapid sound-action
association effect in
human insular
cortex.

Mutschler 2007 3 24 -81 -42 Auditory Music Melodies (Piano) Playing on piano Number of trials needed to learn melody 10 5 27
Functional
neuroanatomy of
deductive inference:
a language-
independent
distributed network.

Monti (Exp. 1) 2007 3 26 -74 -40 Verbal Cognitive Shapes & non-words Deductive reasoning Complex > Simple deductions 10 10 ---

23.0 12.2 28.2

EXCLUDED
Vasopressin
modulates neural
responses related to
emotional stimuli in
the right amygdala.

Brunnlieb 2013 Connectivity
The functional
anatomy of
inspection time: an
event-related fMRI
study.

Deary 2004 4 24 -78 -40 Connectivity
Dynamic modulation
of amygdala-
hippocampal
connectivity by
emotional arousal.

Fastenrath 2014 Connectivity
The persuasion
network is
modulated by drug-
use risk and predicts
anti-drug message
effectiveness.

Huskey 2017 4 24 -74 -42 Connectivity
Lateralization in
intrinsic functional
connectivity of the
temporoparietal
junction with
salience- and
attention-related
brain networks.

Kucyi 2012 4 28 -76 -36 Connectivity
Functional
connectivity between
the cerebrum and
cerebellum in social
cognition: A multi-
study analysis.

Van Overwalle Connectivity
High Frequency
Migraine Is
Associated with
Lower Acute Pain
Sensitivity and
Abnormal Insula
Activity Related to
Migraine Pain
Intensity, Attack
Frequency, and Pain
Catastrophizing.

Mathur 2016 4 23 -74 -39 Connectivity
Interaction of COMT
val158met and
externalizing
behavior: relation to
prefrontal brain
activity and
behavioral
performance.

Shehzad 2012 3 24 -80 -36 Genetic interaction
Neural correlates of
motor dysfunction in
children with
traumatic brain
injury: exploration of
compensatory
recruitment patterns.

Caeyenberghs 2009 Patients
Influence of X
chromosome and
hormones on human
brain development: a
magnetic resonance
imaging and proton
magnetic resonance
spectroscopy study
of Turner syndrome.

Cutter 2006 Patients
Altered cognition-
related brain activity
and interactions with
acute pain in
migraine.

Mathur 2015 1 24 -80 -40 Patients
fMRI responses to
words repeated in a
congruous semantic
context are abnormal
in mild Alzheimer's
disease.

Olichney 2010 3B 29 -76 -38 Patients
A Functional
Magnetic Resonance
Imaging Study to
Investigate the Utility
of a Picture
Imagination Task in
Investigating Neural
Responses in Patients
with Chronic
Musculoskeletal Pain
to Daily Physical

Taylor 2015 5 22 -76 -38 Patients
Alterations of the
amplitude of low-
frequency
fluctuations in
anxiety in Parkinson's
disease.

Wang 2018 10 21 -72 -42 Patients
Dissociation in
borderline
personality disorder:
Disturbed cognitive
and emotional
inhibition and its
neural correlates.

Winter 2015 4 24 -76 -35 Patients
Altered default
network resting-state
functional
connectivity in
adolescents with
Internet gaming
addiction.

Ding 2013 Resting state
Transfer of learning
relates to intrinsic
connectivity between
hippocampus,
ventromedial
prefrontal cortex,
and large-scale
networks.

Gerraty 2014 1 26 -78 -36 Resting state
Goal-congruent
default network
activity facilitates
cognitive control.

Spreng 2014 1 26 -76 -44 Rest control condition shows more activation
Voxel-based study of
structural changes in
first-episode patients
with bipolar disorder.

Adler 2007 3 25 -79 -36 Volume
Longitudinal changes
in grey and white
matter during
adolescence.

Giorgio 2010 1 20 -76 -40 Volume
Reduced fronto-
temporal
connectivity is
associated with
frontal gray matter
density reduction
and
neuropsychological
deficit in
schizophrenia.

Spoletini 2009 4 28 -80 -38 Volume
Familiarity modulates
the functional
relationship between
theory of mind and
autobiographical
memory.

Rabin 2012 1 24 -68 -40 Incorrect coordinates
Attention and
emotion: does rating
emotion alter neural
responses to
amusing and sad
films?

Hutcherson 2005 3 22 -79 -43 Talairach coordinates
Lying about facial
recognition: an fMRI
study.

Bhatt 2009 3 24 -72 -38 Talairach coordinates
Robust inter-subject
audiovisual decoding
in functional
magnetic resonance
imaging using high-
dimensional
regression.

Raz 2017 3 20 -80 -40 Talairach coordinates
fMRI differences in
encoding and
retrieval of pictures
due to encoding
strategy in the
elderly.

Mandzia 2004 2 26 -75 -40 Talairach coordinates
The role of chunk
tightness and chunk
familiarity in problem
solving: evidence
from ERPs and fMRI.

Wu 2012? 2 24 -72 -37 Talairach coordinates
Large-scale brain
networks emerge
from dynamic
processing of musical
timbre, key and
rhythm.

Alluri 2012 3 26 -78 -36 Talairach coordinates
Itch induced by a
novel method leads
to limbic
deactivations a
functional MRI study.

Herde 2007 1 28 -79 -36 Talairach coordinates
Neural correlates of
painful genital touch
in women with vulvar
vestibulitis
syndrome.

Pukall 2005 2 22 -75 -42 Talairach coordinates
An fMRI study of the
functional
mechanisms of
Stroop/reverse-
Stroop effects.

Song 2015? 3 24 -78 -39 Talairach coordinates
Word and position
interference in
stroop tasks: a
behavioral and fMRI
study.

Zoccatelli 2010 2 27 -80 -36 Talairach coordinates
Activation in a
frontoparietal
cortical network
underlies individual
differences in the
performance of an
embedded figures
task.

Walter 2011 2 25 -80 -39 Talairach coordinates
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Studies within ROI -24 -76 -40: Coordinates, stimulus modality, task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus material, instructions, contrasts and sample.

Neurosynth Link Authors Year Table x y z Stimulus Modality Main Category Mental Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instruction of Main Condition Contrast (>) or Regression Sample Size Males Mean Age

Neural correlates and network connectivity underlying narrative production and comprehension: A combined fMRI and PET study.AbdulSabur 2014 1 -21 -76 -39 Verbal & Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hmethod = 100%) Comprehending or Retelling Narrative comprehension > Rhyme comprehension 18 7 26

Beyond superior temporal cortex: intersubject correlations in narrative speech comprehensionWilson 2008 1 -22 -76 -36 Auditory Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions Passively listening Comprehension > Rest 12 3 24

Language in context: emergent features of word, sentence, and narrative comprehensionXu 2005 1 -24 -80 -42 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human-like actions (fables; H = 100%) Passively reading Narrative > Letter string control 22 22 34

The modular neuroarchitecture of social judgments on facesBzdok 2012 2 -27 -81 -39 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Trustworthy / Attractive judgments Trustworthiness & Attractiveness > Age 44 24 33

Brain networks subserving the evaluation of static and dynamic facial expressions.Johnston 2013 2 -28 -72 -42 Visual (Pictures / Video) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Categorizing emotions Categorizing emotion > Gender 28 15 24

Ongoing neural development of affective theory of mind in adolescence.Vetter 2014 3 -20 -76 -38 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Judging mental state Mental state > Physical appearance 36 0 17 Adolescents[12-14], adults[19-25] 

Neural disruption to theory of mind predicts daily social functioning in individuals at familial high-risk for schizophrenia.Dodell-Feder 2014 3 -20 -76 -36 Verbal Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human description (thought/emotion/appearance) Answering comprehension questions Describing other's Emotion > Physical appearance 18 4 26

Embodied comprehension of stories: interactions between language regions and modality-specific neural systems.Chow 2014 5 -24 -78 -36 Auditory Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions / emotions / perceptions (Hexamples = 100%) Answering comprehension questions Other's Emotion >  Action & perception 24 13 26

Neural Correlates of Animacy Attribution Include Neocerebellum in Healthy Adults.Jack 2015 2 -24 -70 -40 Visual (Animations) Mentalizing Social Animations Shape motion (goal-directed & social) Passively watching Goal-directed > Random motion 34 7 26

Social representations and contextual adjustments as two distinct components of the Theory of Mind brain network: Evidence from the REMICS task.Lavoie 2016 3 -22 -78 -36 Verbal (Sentences) Mentalizing Goals Human actions (Hexamples = 100%) & Physical Judging intentions & physical causality Human social action > Physical scenarios 19 16 29

Common brain regions with distinct patterns of neural responses during mentalizing about groups and individualsContreras (Exp. 2) 2013 4 -24 -77 -38 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering reasoning questions Belief > Physical (photos) 13 8 20

The special case of self-perspective inhibition in mental, but not non-mental, representation.Hartwright 2015 2 -28 -80 -40 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering belief questions Belief > Physical (photos) 21 9 22

Dissecting the social brain: Introducing the EmpaToM to reveal distinct neural networks and brain-behavior relations for empathy and Theory of Mind.Kanske (Exp. 1a) 2015 1 -21 -75 -39 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering reasoning questions Belief > Factual 25 9 33

Higher order intentionality tasks are cognitively more demanding.Lewis (Exp. 2) 2017 1 -22 -74 -42 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering belief questions Belief > Facts 17 8 22

Distributed value representation in the medial prefrontal cortex during intertemporal choices.Wang 2014 1 -22 -80 -38 Visual Mentalizing Dilemmas Self-decision: Immediate and delayed rewards Deciding for immediate-delayed reward Relative value of reward 28 19 22

Neural and Genetic Correlates of the Social Sharing of Happiness.Matsunaga 2017 2 -24 -78 -38 Verbal & Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Rating happiness With friend > Alone 50 50 21

Age differences in default and reward networks during processing of personally relevant information.Grady 2012 3 -24 -80 -36 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating self / other person Self & Other > Vowel & Motor control 36 16 47

Compassion-based emotion regulation up-regulates experienced positive affect and associated neural networksEngen 2015 2 -20 -78 -37 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions Rating own emotions Emotion regulation: Reappraisal > Compassion 15 10 56

Transient and sustained BOLD signal time courses affect the detection of emotion-related brain activation in fMRI.Paret 2014 2 -21 -76 -41 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Human actions (aversive; Hmethod > 100%) Rating own aversive tension Aversive > Neutral 20 0 27

An fMRI investigation of the effects of culture on evaluations of stigmatized individuals.Krendl 2016 5 -27 -75 -36 Viusal (Pictures) Emotional Humans Rating own (dis)liking Participant group x Target culture > Baseline control 34 16 21

Neural representation and clinically relevant moderators of individualised self-criticism in healthy subjects.Doerig 2014 2 -28 -74 -38 Verbal Emotional Humans & mental characteristics (Hmethod > 80%) Passively reading adjectives Self-critical > Neutral 20 5 30

Dynamic modulation of amygdala-hippocampal connectivity by emotional arousal.Fastenrath 2014 2 -25 -80 -36 Viusal (Pictures) Emotional Pictures (emotional & neutral) Rating own emotions Emotional & Neutral > Scrambled pictures 586 222 23

The importance of encoding-related neural dynamics in the prediction of inter-individual differences in verbal working memory performance.Majerus 2013 2 -24 -70 -40 Verbal Emotional Words (emotional = 50%) Memorizing words Neutral words > Unexpected neutral-emotional words 21 8 24

Pain facilitation brain regions activated by nalbuphine are revealed by pharmacological fMRI.Gear 2013 3 -26 -78 -40 Somatosensory Emotional Pain analgesia by Nalbuphine infusion (With Saline or Naloxone) Rating own hedonic emotions Low (Saline) > Profound (Naloxone) pain analgesia 13 13 24

Cerebral representations of space and time.Beudel 2009 1 -26 -80 -38 Visual (Animations) Motion Perception Ball movements Speed judgments Speed > Place at stop 18 9 27

Do you hear what I hear? Neural correlates of thought disorder during listening to speech in schizophrenia.Weinstein (Healthy) 2006 2 -20 -76 -44 Auditory Cognitive Factual information about physical world Passively listening Listerning to English > Baseline control 11 7 34

Parallel Engagement of Regions Associated with Encoding and Later Retrieval Forms Durable Memories.Wagner 2016 4 -27 -78 -39 Viusal (Pictures) Cognitive (Memory) Pictures (Hmethod = 0%) Memorizing picture-location links Weak > Forgotten memory 34 11 23

Functional dissociation of attentional selection within PFC: response and non-response related aspects of attentional selection as ascertained by fMRI.Liu 2006 2 -22 -80 -38 Visual Cognitive (Executive) Stroop task Responsing to word ink color One-word > Four-word Stroop task 14 6 32

Sources of top-down control in visual search.Weidner 2009 1 -26 -76 -44 Visual Cognitive (Executive) Valid or invalid cues for color or orientation Stimulus reorientation Invalid > Valid cues 13 9 24

Probabilistic atlases for face and biological motion perception: an analysis of their reliability and overlap.Engell 2013 1 -20 -76 -40 Visual (Pictures) Visual Pictures (faces & scenes) Passively watching Face > Scene 124 58 23

45.6 20.1 27.3

EXCLUDED

The Simpson's paradox and fMRI: Similarities and differences between functional connectivity measures derived from within-subject and across-subject correlations.Roberts 2016 3 -28 -80 -40 Connectivity

Whole brain functional connectivity in the early blind.Liu 2007 2 -28 -73 -38 Connectivity of blinds and controls

Top-down Modulation of Neural Activity in Anticipatory Visual Attention: Control Mechanisms Revealed by Simultaneous EEG-fMRI.Liu 2014 2 -21 -75 -42 fMRI coupling with EEG

Eyeblink-related areas in human cerebellum as shown by fMRIDimitrova 2002 1 -22 -78 -40 Individual participants (Not group-level)

Hemispheric differences in hemodynamics elicited by auditory oddball stimuliStevens 2005 1 -24 -72 -36 No contrast with control (L > R hemisphere)

Social anhedonia is associated with neural abnormalities during face emotion processing.Germine 2011 2 -26 -76 -38 Partients (Social Anhedonia)

Functional and dysfunctional brain circuits underlying emotional processing of music in autism spectrum disorders.Caria 2011 1 -27 -72 -39 Patients

Functional MRI of Human Eyeblink Classical Conditioning in Children with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders.Cheng 2016 Patients

Distinct critical cerebellar subregions for components of verbal working memory.Cooper 2012 4 -29 -76 -40 Patients

Comparison of eyeblink conditioning in patients with superior and posterior inferior cerebellar lesionsGerwig 2003 Patients

Sex differences in orbitofrontal connectivity in male and female veterans with TBIMcGlade 2015 4 -24 -78 -39 Patients

Neural correlates of abnormal sensory discrimination in laryngeal dystonia.Termsarasab 2016 3 -23 -77 -36 Patients

Strategies for tonal and atonal musical interpretation in blind and normally sighted children: an fMRI studyGuerrero Arenas 2016 1 -22 -78 -41 Patients (Blind)

CNS activation and regional connectivity during pantomime observation: no engagement of the mirror neuron system for deaf signers.Emmorey 2010 1 -21 -78 -39 Patients (Deaf)

A Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Study to Investigate the Utility of a Picture Imagination Task in Investigating Neural Responses in Patients with Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain to Daily PhysicalTaylor 2015 5 -22 -74 -44 Patients

Aberrant whole-brain functional connectivity and intelligence structure in children with primary nocturnal enuresis.Yu 2013 1 -28 -73 -38 Patients

Mentalizing in male schizophrenia patients is compromised by virtue of dysfunctional connectivity between task-positive and task-negative networks.Das 2012 1 -21 -76 -35 Patients

To modulate or not to modulate: differing results in uniquely shaped Williams syndrome brains.Eckert 2006 1 -20 -76 -38 Patients

Dissociable Functional Networks of the Human Dentate Nucleus.Bernard 2014 3 -18 -83 -43 Resting state

Disrupted cortico-cerebellar connectivity in older adults.Bernard 2013 3 -22 -76 -38 Resting state

Transfer of learning relates to intrinsic connectivity between hippocampus, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and large-scale networksGerraty 2014 1 -26 -78 -36 Resting state

Neural networks for harmonic structure in music perception and action.Bianco 2016 4 -24 -76 -34 Resting state

Developmental continuity in reward-related enhancement of cognitive control.Strang 2014 1 -26 -66 -39 Incorrect coordinates

Co-localization of stroop and syntactic ambiguity resolution in Broca's area: implications for the neural basis of sentence processing.January 2009 3 -19 -76 -40 Talairach coordinates

Impairment of auditory-motor timing and compensatory reorganization after ventral premotor cortex stimulation.Kornysheva 2011 1 -27 -77 -37 Talairach coordinates

Neural circuits underlying imitation learning of hand actions: an event-related fMRI study.Buccino 2004 2 -24 -72 -38 Talairach coordinates

An fMRI investigation of the cultural specificity of music memory.Demorest 2010 2 -20 -76 -36 Talairach coordinates

A parametric fMRI investigation of context effects in sensorimotor timing and coordination.Jantzen 2007 1 -23 -77 -38 Talairach coordinates

Transfer after Dual n-Back Training Depends on Striatal Activation Change.Salminen 2016 6 -27 -77 -37 Talairach coordinates

Inferring false beliefs from the actions of oneself and others: an fMRI study.Grezes 2004 2 -22 -76 -42 Talairach coordinates

Cerebellar activation during leg withdrawal reflex conditioning: an fMRI studyDimitrova 2004 2 -26 -74 -44 Talairach coordinates

Structural and functional bases for individual differences in motor learning.Tomassini 2011 2 -26 -80 -38 Volume
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Studies within ROI 26 -84 -34: Coordinates, stimulus modality, task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus material, instructions, contrasts and sample.
Neurosynth Link Authors Year Table x y z mm Stimulus Modality Main Category Mental Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instruction of Main Condition Contrast (>) or Regression Sample Size Males Mean Age

Semantic, factual, and social language comprehension in adolescents with autism: an FMRI study.Groen (Healthy) 2010 3 26 -82 -36 2.83 Auditory Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (Hmethod > 80%) Detecting pseudo-words Normal sentence > Speech-like noise 26 21 16 [12-18]

Neural substrates of sarcasm: a functional magnetic-resonance imaging study.Uchiyama 2006 2 28 -82 -34 2.83 Visual Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (sarcastic descriptions) Answering question involving sarcasm comprehension Sarcasm detection > Unconnected control 20 10 22

How brooding minds inhibit negative material: an event-related fMRI study.Vanderhasselt 2013a 1 24 -80 -32 4.90 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Facial emotional expressions Rating actual or opposite emotion (happy - sad) of face Opposite > Actual emotion 30 0 21

Inter-individual differences in the habitual use of cognitive reappraisal and expressive suppression are associated with variations in prefrontal cognitive control for emotional information: an eventVanderhasselt 2013b 1 24 -80 -32 4.90 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Facial emotional expressions Rating actual or opposite emotion (happy - sad) of face Opposite > Actual emotion 31 0 21

Ongoing neural development of affective theory of mind in adolescence.Vetter 2014 3 26 -86 -36 2.83 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Facial emotional expressions Judging mental state Mental state > Physical appearance 36 0 17 Adolescents[12-14], adults[19-25] 

Reduced ventrolateral fMRI response during observation of emotional gestures related to the degree of dopaminergic impairment in Parkinson disease.Lotze 2009 2 24 -84 -33 2.24 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Bodily emotional expressions (gestures) Passively watching Emotional Gestures > Nonemotional Gestures 9 6 63

Functional relations of empathy and mentalizing: an fMRI study on the neural basis of cognitive empathy.Schnell 2011 1 27 -84 -39 5.10 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Human actions Judging own / other's emotional states Emotional > Visuospatial control (other perspective) 21 12 25

A Computational Account of Optimizing Social Predictions Reveals That Adolescents Are Conservative Learners in Social Contexts.Rosenblau 2018 5 22 -86 -32 4.90 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Human activities (= 41%), fashion & food Predicting the preferences of peers Estimation prediction errors x age in adolescents 24 14 14 [10-17]

Common brain regions with distinct patterns of neural responses during mentalizing about groups and individuals.Contreras (Exp. 2) 2013 4 30 -83 -36 4.58 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Humans Judging other's enjoyment Enjoyment > Physical (staying afloat) 13 8 20

Integrative moral judgment: dissociating the roles of the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex.Shenhav 2014 1 22 -80 -32 6.00 Visual Mentalizing Emotion
Attributions Human actions (moral dilemmma) Judging emotions, morality & utility (outcome) Emotional judgment > Utility & Moral judgment 35 16 23

Communicative versus strategic rationality: Habermas theory of communicative action and the social brain.Schaefer 2013 1 30 -84 -34 4.00 Visual Mentalizing Goals Human actions Answering questions on social communication / strategy Communicative (sincerity) > Strategic questions 16 10 25

Anterior hippocampus and goal-directed spatial decision making.Viard 2011 3 22 -80 -34 5.66 Visual Mentalizing Goals Human actions (mental navigation) Finding the shortest walk to a person in room Start close to goal > Start far from goal 18 18 23

The special case of self-perspective inhibition in mental, but not non-mental, representation.Hartwright 2015 3 26 -80 -38 5.66 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering belief questions Belief > Physical (photos) 21 9 22

Processing of false belief passages during natural story comprehension: An fMRI study.Kandylaki 2015 4 28 -80 -32 4.90 Auditory & Visual Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering questions Implicit & explicit belief > No belief 20 6 24

Is moral beauty different from facial beauty? Evidence from an fMRI study.Wang (Exp. 1) 2015 1 24 -82 -32 3.46 Viusal (Pictures) Mentalizing Morality Human actions (H = 100%) Judging moral beauty or gender of human Moral Judgment > Gender Judgment 28 14 22

Neural correlates of moral reasoning in autism spectrum disorder.Schneider (Healthy) 2013 3 27 -79 -35 5.20 Visual Mentalizing Morality Human actions (moral dilemmma) Answering questions Individual versus collective dillema > control 28 16 31

An fMRI study of joint action-varying levels of cooperation correlates with activity in control networks.Chaminade 2012 4 27 -85 -38 4.24 Visual Mentalizing Causality Objects (Shapes & Color) Self-other joint agency to match target objects Joint performance error 13 7 24

Lower dorsal striatum activation in association with neuroticism during the acceptance of unfair offers.Servaas 2015 3 30 -84 -36 4.47 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Dilemmas Self decision Accepting or rejecting fair or unfair monetary proposals Unfair > Fair rejection (for unfair proposals) 114 0 21

Neural basis of emotional decision making in trait anxiety.Xu 2013 1 24 -88 -30 6.00 Visual Mentalizing Dilemmas Self decision (risk-taking) Gambling with rewards Gain > Loss framing of game 20 9 20

Are There Multiple Kinds of Episodic Memory? An fMRI Investigation Comparing Autobiographical and Recognition Memory Tasks.Chen 2017 1 25 -81 -33 3.32 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & novel scenes Retrieving memory Autobiographic > Novel picture memory 27 15 27

Aging affects the engagement of the hippocampus during autobiographical memory retrieval.Maguire 2003 2&3 24 -84 -39 5.39 Verbal (Auditory) Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & public memories Retrieving memory Autobiographic / Public memory > Control 24 12 54

Cortical midline involvement in autobiographical memory.Summerfield 2009 4 27 -84 -33 1.41 Visual Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & public memories Retrieving memory Human action memory > Object memory control 18 7 25

Neural systems mediating field and observer memories.Eich 2009 2 28 -84 -36 2.83 Visual & Memory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memory from self / others perspective Memory from self perspective > visual control 16 7 23

Age-related alterations of brain network underlying the retrieval of emotional autobiographical memories: an fMRI study using independent component analysis.Ge (Older Adults) 2014 1 27 -82 -29 5.48 Visual Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memory Positive & Negative memory 12 0 65

Remembering and imagining alternative versions of the personal past.St Jacques 2018 4 24 -80 -30 6.00 Visual Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memory Initial memory > Identical memory repetition 29 13 21

Time is nothing: emotional consistency of autobiographical memory and its neural basis.Xu 2017 1 24 -81 -30 5.39 Memory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Retrieving memory Negative memory > control 25 8 21

Counterfactual thinking: an fMRI study on changing the past for a better future.Van Hoeck 2013 2 28 -82 -38 4.90 Memory Mentalizing Imaginations Autobiographic memories Retreiving memory / Imagining counterfactual Counterfactual > Past memory 13 6 21

False belief and counterfactual reasoning in a social environment.Van Hoeck 2014 1 28 -82 -32 3.46 Verbal Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Answering counterfactual questions Counterfactual > Basic conditional control 19 4 22

The neural basis of personal goal processing when envisioning future events.D'Argembeau 2010 3 24 -86 -38 4.90 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing trait adjectives to self Self-referential trait judgments > Valence judgments 20 10 23

Brain activity underlying negative self- and other-perception in adolescents: The role of attachment-derived self-representations.Debbane 2017 3 26 -80 -32 4.47 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing trait adjectives to self / others Trait judgments > Counting syllables control 44 21 16 [12-18]

Psychopathic traits linked to alterations in neural activity during personality judgments of self and others.Deming 2018 2 19 -75 -36 11.78 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing adjectives to self / others Self / Other trait judgments > Uppercase Control 57 57 37

Cultural influences on social feedback processing of character traits.Korn 2014 3 27 -82 -35 2.45 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating trait adjectives to self / others Self > Other Feedback 55 27 25

Positively biased processing of self-relevant social feedback.Korn 2012 2 30 -82 -35 4.58 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating trait adjectives to self / others Self > Other Feedback 27 13 24

Comparing the neural bases of self-referential processing in typically developing and 22q11.2 adolescents.Schneider (Healthy) 2012 2 24 -79 -32 5.74 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing traits to self / friend / others Self trait judgments > Rest 17 12 16 [12-20]

Compassion-based emotion regulation up-regulates experienced positive affect and associated neural networks.Engen 2015 1 26 -81 -30 5.00 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions (distressed people) Rating own emotions Emotion regulation: Compassion > Negative baseline 15 10 56

The reward of a good joke: neural correlates of viewing dynamic displays of stand-up comedy.Franklin 2011 2 26 -80 -38 5.66 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions (telling jokes) Rating own amuzement Funniness of jokes 19 10 25

Dissecting the social brain: Introducing the EmpaToM to reveal distinct neural networks and brain-behavior relations for empathy and Theory of Mind.Kanske (Exp. 1a) 2015 1 24 -81 -36 4.12 Visual (Videos) Emotional Human actions (telling narratives) Answering belief / factual / own emotion questions Emotionally negative > Neutral 25 9 33

Dynamic modulation of amygdala-hippocampal connectivity by emotional arousal.Fastenrath 2014 2 25 -80 -36 4.86 Viusal (Pictures) Emotional Pictures (emotional & neutral) Rating own emotions Emotional & Neutral > Scrambled pictures 586 222 23

Personality modulates the effects of emotional arousal and valence on brain activation.Kehoe 2012 2 22 -86 -38 6.00 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Pictures (emotional, Hsuppl = 31%) Categorizing living vs. non-living Extraversion x Arousal level 23 23 23

The emotion potential of words and passages in reading Harry Potter--an fMRI study.Hsu 2015 A2 24 -85 -38 4.58 Verbal Emotional Sentences (emotional) Rating own valence / arousal Valence of the sentences 24 8 24

fMRI memory assessment in healthy subjects: a new approach to view lateralization data at an individual level.Strandberg 2011 1 27 -90 -36 6.40 Verbal Emotional Words (emotional = 50%) Judging pleasantness Judging pleasantness > alphabetical order 15 8 34

Dissociable roles of default-mode regions during episodic encoding.Maillet 2014 3 26 -86 -36 2.83 Verbal Emotional Words (emotional = 50%) Judging pleasantness or origin (man-made / natural) Pleasantness > Origin (man-made / natural) 21 9 23

Brain signature of working memory for sentence structure: enriched encoding and facilitated maintenance.Bonhage 2014 2 27 -79 -32 5.48 Verbal Semantic (Sequence) Sentences Remembering word identity and order Sentence fragments > Ungrammatical word strings 18 9 25

Frontopolar activity and connectivity support dynamic conscious augmentation of creative state.Green 2015 2 30 -82 -32 4.90 Verbal Semantic Nouns Generating verb with noun Creatively > Uncreatively verb generation 55 31 23

The Nature and Neural Correlates of Semantic Association versus Conceptual Similarity.Jackson 2015 2 21 -84 -36 5.39 Verbal Semantic Nouns (Hsuppl = 5%) Judging related words Semantic matching > Letter matching control 24 9 25

Encoding activity in anterior medial temporal lobe supports subsequent associative recognition.Jackson 2004 2 27 -84 -30 4.12 Visual Semantic Paired words Mental imagery relating word pairs Mental imagery > Fixation control 12 5 22

New method for fMRI investigations of language: defining ROIs functionally in individual subjects.Fedorenko 2010 1 21 -81 -34 5.83 Verbal Semantic Sentences & Words Passively reading / Recalling memory Sentences > non-word control 37 11 29

Cerebral asymmetry for language: Comparing production with comprehension.Haberling 2016 1 30 -82 -38 6.00 Verbal Semantic Words Judging whether two words have the same meaning Synonym > Letter string control 94 42 22

Writing affects the brain network of reading in Chinese: a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.Cao 2013 4 22 -80 -36 6.00 Verbal Semantic Words / Chinese characters Passive viewing English words > Chinese characters 17 10 22

Neural correlates of binding lyrics and melodies for the encoding of new songs.Alonso 2016 5 24 -84 -38 4.47 Auditory & Visual Music Songs & Lyrics Memorizing songs with or without lyrics Successful memory of songs without lyrics 22 11 24

fMRI and sleep correlates of the age-related impairment in motor memory consolidation.Fogel 2014 3 26 -88 -34 4.00 Visual Motor Finger tapping Motor sequence learning Motor sequence training 57 23 43

Interaction Between Hippocampus and Cerebellum Crus I in Sequence-Based but not Place-Based Navigation.Igloi 2015 2 27 -81 -33 3.32 Motor (Virtual reality) Motor Maze Goal-directed searching Placed based search > control 17 17 24

Distinct control networks for cognition and emotion in the prefrontal cortex.Kompus 2009 2 24 -88 -36 4.90 Visual Cognitive (Memory) Nouns Memorizing words Source > Item memory 18 11 22

Time-dependent corticosteroid modulation of prefrontal working memory processing.Henckens 2011 2 28 -82 -34 2.83 Visual Cognitive (Memory) Numbers N-back working memory task Low (0-back) > High (N-back) memory load 68 68 21

Initial investigation of the effects of an experimentally learned schema on spatial associative memory in humans.van Buuren 2014 2 24 -84 -32 2.83 Viusal (Pictures) Cognitive (Memory) Objects at specific locations Remembering objects and their locations Correct > Incorrect retrieval 22 13 22

Age-related reduction of BOLD modulation to cognitive difficulty predicts poorer task accuracy and poorer fluid reasoning ability.Rieck 2017 2 24 -84 -36 2.83 Visual Cognitive Dot & Bars Judging spatial distance Easy  > Hard spatial judgement 161 66 52
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Neural networks supporting switching, hypothesis testing, and rule application.Liu 2015 5 28 -84 -36 2.83 Component Analysis

Functional neural circuits for mental timekeeping.Stevens 2007 1 27 -87 -36 3.74 Component Analysis

Optimized neural coding? Control mechanisms in large cortical networks implemented by connectivity changes.Cross 2013 2 26 -84 -32 2.00 Connectivity

Vasopressin modulates neural responses related to emotional stimuli in the right amygdala.Brunnlieb 2013 5 24 -80 -38 6.00 Connectivity

Reduced functional connectivity during controlled semantic integration in schizophrenia: A multivariate approach.Woodward 2015 4 24 -88 -32 4.90 Connectivity

Decreased Intra- and Inter-Salience Network Functional Connectivity is Related to Trait Anxiety in Adolescents.Geng 2016 3 27 -81 -33 3.32 Connectivity

Neural correlates of event clusters in past and future thoughts: How the brain integrates specific episodes with autobiographical knowledge.Demblon 2016 4 26 -82 -30 4.47 Connectivity

Detecting functional connectivity in fMRI using PCA and regression analysis.Zhong 2009 1 27 -84 -39 5.10 Connectivity

Segregated fronto-cerebellar circuits revealed by intrinsic functional connectivity.Krienen 2009 2 24 -80 -32 4.90 Connectivity

Spontaneous brain activity relates to autonomic arousal.Fan 2012 2 24 -84 -36 2.83 Connectivity

Default-mode network functional connectivity in aphasia: therapy-induced neuroplasticity.Marcotte 2013 2 24 -83 -33 2.45 Connectivity

Functional connectivity in a frontoparietal network involving the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex underlies decisions to accept a hypothesis.Whitman 2013 3 24 -84 -36 2.83 Connectivity

Interaction of COMT val158met and externalizing behavior: relation to prefrontal brain activity and behavioral performance.Shehzad 2012 3 24 -80 -36 4.90 Genetic interaction

How reading acquisition changes children's spoken language network.Monzalvo 2013 3 24 -84 -33 2.24 No contrast with control (L vs. R Hemisphere)

Psychosocial versus physiological stress - Meta-analyses on deactivations and activations of the neural correlates of stress reactions.Kogler 2015 4 30 -84 -34 4.00 Meta-analysis

Task-rest modulation of basal ganglia connectivity in mild to moderate Parkinson's disease.Muller-Oehring 2015 4 24 -84 -34 2.00 Patients

Comparison of eyeblink conditioning in patients with superior and posterior inferior cerebellar lesions.Gerwig 2003 2 26 -85 -38 4.12 Patients

Neural basis of attributional style in schizophrenia.Park 2009 1 25 -81 -32 3.74 Patients

Distinct critical cerebellar subregions for components of verbal working memory.Cooper 2012 4 27 -79 -31 5.92 Patients

Loss of intranetwork and internetwork resting state functional connections with Alzheimer's disease progression.Brier 2012 2 26 -89 -34 5.00 Patients

Voxel based morphometry of grey matter abnormalities in patients with medically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy: effects of side of seizure onset and epilepsy duration.Keller 2002 3 19 -80 -36 8.50 Patients

Abnormal frontostriatal activity in recently abstinent cocaine users during implicit moral processing.Caldwell 2015 3 24 -81 -33 3.74 Patients (cocaine users)

Neural correlates of generation and inhibition of verbal association patterns in mood disorders.Piguet 2015 5 30 -82 -35 4.58 Patients

Altered balance of functional brain networks in Schizophrenia.Woodward 2016 4 28 -86 -36 3.46 Patients

Correlations of interictal FDG-PET metabolism and ictal SPECT perfusion changes in human temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis.Nelissen 2006 3 22 -88 -36 6.00 SPECT

Spontaneous low-frequency BOLD signal fluctuations: an fMRI investigation of the resting-state default mode of brain function hypothesis.Fransson 2005 1 22 -84 -34 4.00 Resting state

Interhemispheric functional connectivity and its relationships with clinical characteristics in major depressive disorder: a resting state fMRI study.Wang 2013 3 21 -84 -33 5.10 Resting state

A linear/nonlinear characterization of resting state brain networks in FMRI time series.Gultepe 2013 1 24 -84 -36 2.83 Resting state

Regional homogeneity and functional connectivity patterns in major depressive disorder, cognitive vulnerability to depression and healthy subjects.Sun 2018 2 30 -84 -33 4.12 Resting state

Abnormalities of resting state functional connectivity are related to sustained attention deficits in MS.Loitfelder 2012 2 30 -82 -36 4.90 Resting state connectivity

Neural networks for harmonic structure in music perception and action.Bianco 2016 3 26 -88 -30 5.66 Resting state connectivity

The putative visual word form area is functionally connected to the dorsal attention network.Vogel 2012 4 24 -85 -33 2.45 Resting state connectivity

Effects of a spaceflight analog environment on brain connectivity and behavior.Cassady 2016 1 24 -81 -36 4.12 Resting state connectivity

Affective traits and history of depression are related to ventral striatum connectivity.DelDonno 2017 2 22 -84 -36 4.47 Resting state connectivity

Cocaine dependence modulates the effect of HIV infection on brain activation during intertemporal decision making.Meade 2017 3 27 -81 -33 3.32 Substance (Cocaine & HIV)

Backward masked fearful faces enhance contralateral occipital cortical activity for visual targets within the spotlight of attention.Carlson 2011 1 26 -90 -34 6.00 Incorrect coordinates

The cortical representation of simple mathematical expressions.Maruyama 2012 2 27 -69 -30 15.56 Incorrect coordinates 

Word and position interference in stroop tasks: a behavioral and fMRI study.Zoccatelli 2010 2 24 -73 -35 11.22 Talairach coordinates

Neurobiological underpinnings of shame and guilt: a pilot fMRI study.Michl 2014 2 24 -76 -35 8.31 Talairach coordinates

Pictures of a thousand words: investigating the neural mechanisms of reading with extremely rapid event-related fMRI.Yarkoni 2008 2 25 -82 -34 2.24 Talairach coordinates

Differential neural responses during performance of matching and nonmatching to sample tasks at two delay intervals.Elliott 1999 2 30 -80 -36 6.00 Talairach coordinates

Multisensory cortical signal increases and decreases during vestibular galvanic stimulation (fMRI).Bense 2001 3 28 -82 -30 4.90 Talairach coordinates

Comparison of continuous overt speech fMRI using BOLD and arterial spin labeling.Kemeny 2005 2 27 -81 -30 5.10 Talairach coordinates

Brain activation during the course of sentence comprehension.Ikuta 2006 2 24 -84 -40 6.32 Talairach coordinates

The effect of gender on planning: An fMRI study using the Tower of London task.Boghi 2006 2 26 -81 -31 4.24 Talairach coordinates

Neural substrates of narrative comprehension and memory.Yarkoni 2008 1 23 -78 -34 6.71 Talairach coordinates

Reduced prefrontal and temporal processing and recall of high "sensation value" ads.Langleben 2009 2 26 -80 -30 5.66 Talairach coordinates

Emotions in motion: dynamic compared to static facial expressions of disgust and happiness reveal more widespread emotion-specific activations.Trautmann 2009 Talairach coordinates

Error processing network dynamics in schizophrenia.Becerril 2011 3 21 -77 -35 8.66 Talairach coordinates

Semantic memory involvement in the default mode network: a functional neuroimaging study using independent component analysis.Wirth 2011 2 24 -79 -32 5.74 Talairach coordinates

The cerebral representation of temporomandibular joint occlusion and its alternation by occlusal splints.Lotze 2012 1 27 -78 -36 6.40 Talairach coordinates

Feeling others' painful actions: the sensorimotor integration of pain and action information.Morrison 2013 1 24 -73 -32 11.36 Talairach coordinates

Developmental differences in the neural correlates of relational encoding and recall in children: an event-related fMRI study.Guler 2013 4 23 -79 -38 7.07 Talairach coordinates

Striatal and hippocampal involvement in motor sequence chunking depends on the learning strategy.Lungu 2014 3 31 -69 -35 15.84 Talairach coordinates

Understanding the Goals of Everyday Instrumental Actions Is Primarily Linked to Object, Not Motor-Kinematic, Information: Evidence from fMRI.Nicholson 2017 1 27 -79 -30 6.48 Talairach coordinates

Chain free association, creativity, and the default mode network.Marron 2018 1 21 -79 -32 7.35 Talairach coordinates

Voxel-based study of structural changes in first-episode patients with bipolar disorder.Adler 2007 2 25 -79 -36 5.48 Volume

Reduced fronto-temporal connectivity is associated with frontal gray matter density reduction and neuropsychological deficit in schizophrenia.Spoletini 2009 4 28 -80 -38 6.00 Volume

Menstrual cycle and hormonal contraceptive use modulate human brain structure.Pletzer 2010 1 27 -81 -34 3.16 Volume

The role of ventromedial prefrontal cortex volume in the association of expressive suppression and externally oriented thinking.Li 2017 4 27 -81 -36 3.74 Volume
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Studies within ROI -26 -84 -34: Coordinates, stimulus modality, task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus material, instructions, contrasts and sample.

Neurosynth Link Authors Year Table x y z mm Stimulus Modality Main Category Mental Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instruction of Main Condition Contrast (>) or Regression Sample Size Males Mean Age

Look at this: the neural correlates of initiating and responding to bids for joint attention.Redcay 2012 3 -30 -80 -32 6.0 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Social Meaning Facial expressions (of experimenter) Shifting gaze to hidden target so that other finds it Joint gaze > Solo gaze to target (control) 32 19 25

The modular neuroarchitecture of social judgments on faces.Bzdok 2012 2 -29 -81 -36 4.7 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Judging trustworthiness / attractiveness Trustworthiness & Attractiveness > Happiness 44 24 33

'Do I like this person?' A network analysis of midline cortex during a social preference task.Chen 2010 2 -21 -84 -33 5.1 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Judging liking or gender Liking > Gender 21 15 40

Equivalent activation of the hippocampus by face-face and face-laugh paired associate learning and recognition.Holdstock 2010 2 -22 -80 -34 5.7 Auditory & Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Memorizing Face-Face & Face-Laugh pairs Memorizing Face-Laugh > Face-Face pairs 12 6 24

The role of automaticity and attention in neural processes underlying empathy for happiness, sadness, and anxiety.Morelli 2013 5 -24 -79 -32 5.7 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Watching pictures or memorizing numbers Watching > Memorizing control 32 16 20

Stimulus-dependent amygdala involvement in affective theory of mind generation.Schmitgen 2016 1 -24 -81 -36 4.1 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions Judging other's emotional states Other's emotional state > Self perspective 21 13 24

Functional relations of empathy and mentalizing: an fMRI study on the neural basis of cognitive empathy.Schnell 2011 1 -30 -81 -36 5.4 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions Judging own / other's emotional states Emotional > Visuospatial control (other perspective) 21 12 25

Multimodal human communication--targeting facial expressions, speech content and prosody.Regenbogen 2012 3 -24 -81 -36 4.1 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions (actor-related narratives) Rating other's emotional valence Emotional > Neutral speech content 27 14 34

Common brain regions with distinct patterns of neural responses during mentalizing about groups and individuals.Contreras (Exp. 2) 2013 4 -26 -79 -36 5.4 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Humans Judging other's enjoyment Enjoyment > Physical (staying afloat) 13 8 20

Identifying the what, why, and how of an observed action: an fMRI study of mentalizing and mechanizing during action observation.Spunt 2011 1 -24 -84 -32 2.8 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Goals Human actions Identifying what/why/how about actions Why > What > How questions 15 6 19

Validating the Why/How contrast for functional MRI studies of Theory of Mind.Spunt (Exp. 1) 2014 3 -30 -82 -32 4.9 Viusal (Pictures) Mentalizing Goals Human actions / facial expressions Identifying why/how about actions / emotions Why > How questions 29 19 27

Anterior insula activity reflects the effects of intentionality on the anticipation of aversive stimulation.Liljeholm (Exp. 1) 2014 1 -30 -81 -33 5.1 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Goals Other person's choices Rating various reactions based on other’s choices Intentional > Non-intentional choice 19 9 22

Social-cognitive deficits in normal aging.Moran (Young adults) 2012 3 -26 -79 -34 5.0 Visual Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering reasoning questions Belief > Physical (photos) control 29 12 23

Processing of false belief passages during natural story comprehension: An fMRI study.Kandylaki 2015 3 -24 -82 -34 2.8 Auditory & Visual Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering questions Implicit belief > No belief 20 6 24

Dissecting the social brain: Introducing the EmpaToM to reveal distinct neural networks and brain-behavior relations for empathy and Theory of Mind.Kanske (Exp. 2) 2015 2 -27 -81 -36 3.7 Visual (Videos) Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions Answering reasoning questions Belief > Factual 178 72 41

Neural substrates for judgment of self-agency in ambiguous situations.Fukushima 2013 4 -22 -84 -33 4.1 Visual & Auditory Mentalizing Causality Square changes in positions & color Judging self agency of movements Movements caused by self > not caused by self 17 6 21

Neuronal correlates of reward and loss in Cluster B personality disorders: a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.Vollm (Healthy) 2007 4 -24 -81 -36 4.1 Visual Mentalizing Dilemmas Colored squares Responding fast to target color Losing > Winning monetary reward 14 14 27

Cortical midline involvement in autobiographical memory.Summerfield 2009 4 -27 -81 -36 3.7 Visual Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic & public memories Remembering human actions Human action memory > Object memory control 18 7 25

Time is nothing: emotional consistency of autobiographical memory and its neural basis.Xu 2018 1 -24 -81 -36 4.1 Memory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Remembering self actions Positive memories > Chinese characters control 25 8 21

Neuroimaging social emotional processing in women: fMRI study of script-driven imagery.Frewen 2011 3 -24 -88 -30 6.0 Auditory Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Imagining self performing actions described Social > Non-social actions 20 0 27

Neural and Genetic Correlates of the Social Sharing of Happiness.Matsunaga 2017 2 -30 -82 -32 4.9 Verbal & Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Imaginations Human actions Rating happiness With friend > Alone 50 50 21

Brain activity underlying negative self- and other-perception in adolescents: The role of attachment-derived self-representations.Debbane 2017 3 -28 -82 -32 3.5 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing adjectives to self / others Self & others > Counting syllables control 44 21 16 [12-19]

Self-reflection and positive schizotypy in the adolescent brain.Debbane 2014 2 -28 -82 -30 4.9 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Attributing adjectives to self / others Self > Counting syllables control 42 23 16 [12-19]

Age differences in default and reward networks during processing of personally relevant information.Grady 2012 3 -24 -80 -36 4.9 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating trait adjectives to self / others Self & Other > Vowel & Motor control 36 16 47

Positively biased processing of self-relevant social feedback.Korn 2012 2 -30 -85 -35 4.2 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating trait adjectives to self / others & Seeing feedbacks Self > Other Feedback 27 13 24

Cultural influences on social feedback processing of character traits.Korn 2014 3 -30 -82 -36 4.9 Verbal Mentalizing Traits Trait adjectives Rating trait adjectives to self / others & Seeing feedbacks Self > Other Feedback 55 27 25

Dynamic modulation of amygdala-hippocampal connectivity by emotional arousal.Fastenrath 2014 2 -25 -80 -36 4.9 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Pictures (Emotional & Neutral) Rating own emotions Emotional & Neutral > Scrambled pictures 586 222 23

A neurobiological enquiry into the origins of our experience of the sublime and beautiful.Ishizu 2014 2 -24 -82 -32 3.5 Visual (Pictures) Emotional Natural scenes Sublime judgment (Affective feeling) Baseline > Sublime 21 11 27

Dissociable roles of default-mode regions during episodic encoding.Maillet 2014 3 -24 -86 -38 4.9 Verbal Emotional Words (Emotional words = 50%) Judging pleasantness or origin (man-made / natural) Pleasantness > Origin (man-made / natural) 21 9 23

Neural bases of individual differences in beat perception.Grahn 2009 1 -30 -82 -34 4.5 Auditory Music Tone sequences (Piano ) Judging tones are speeding up / slowing down Piano tones > Rest 35 23 30

Cognitive levels of performance account for hemispheric lateralisation effects in dyslexic and normally reading children.Heim (Exp. 1) 2010 1 -26 -82 -37 3.6 Auditory Music Rhythm beat sequences Imitating rhythms Rhythm imitation 19 12 9

The brain of opera singers: experience-dependent changes in functional activation.Kleber 2010 2 -21 -84 -33 5.1 Visual Music Opera phrases Singing opera phrases Opera singers > Laymen singers 49 22 29

A rapid sound-action association effect in human insular cortex.Mutschler 2007 3 -30 -84 -33 4.1 Auditory Music Melodies (Piano) Listening to melodies played or listened to earlier Number of trials needed to learn playing melodies 10 5 27

Limitation of physical performance in a muscle fatiguing handgrip exercise is mediated by thalamo-insular activity.Hilty 2011 3 -22 -88 -32 6.0 Sensorimotor Motor Handgrip contractions Maintaining visual bars in the target fields Failure > Baseline 15 15 26

Cerebral representations of space and time.Beudel 2009 1 -26 -80 -36 4.5 Visual (Animations) Motion Perception Ball movements Speed judgments Speed > Place at stop 18 9 27

The "vegetarian brain": chatting with monkeys and pigs?Filippi 2012 4 -24 -88 -30 6.0 Visual (Videos) Motion Perception Facial movements (mouth movements) Passively watching Human biting > Human talking (only for vegans) 21 9 36

Time-dependent corticosteroid modulation of prefrontal working memory processing.Henckens 2011 2 -28 -82 -34 2.8 Visual Cognitive (Memory) Numbers N-back working memory task Low (0-back) > High (N-back) memory load 68 68 21

Initial investigation of the effects of an experimentally learned schema on spatial associative memory in humans.van Buuren 2014 1 -24 -80 -35 4.6 Viusal (Pictures) Cognitive (Memory) Objects at specific locations Remembering objects and their locations Systematic > unsystematic object-location associations 22 13 22

Lateral posterior parietal activity during source memory judgments of perceived and imagined events.King 2014 3 -24 -87 -33 3.7 Verbal & Visual (Pictures) Cognitive Pictures and words of objects Perceiving or imagining objects Imagining > Perceiving 20 9 28

45.3 22.1 25.7

EXCLUDED

Decreased Intra- and Inter-Salience Network Functional Connectivity is Related to Trait Anxiety in Adolescents.Geng 2016 3 -24 -84 -33 2.2 Connectivity

Segregated fronto-cerebellar circuits revealed by intrinsic functional connectivity.Krienen 2009 2 -30 -78 -34 7.2 Connectivity

Prefrontal cortical mechanisms underlying individual differences in cognitive flexibility and stability.Armbruster 2012 5 -28 -80 -30 6.0 Connectivity

Spontaneous brain activity relates to autonomic arousal.Fan 2012 3 -22 -84 -32 4.5 Connectivity

Default-mode network functional connectivity in aphasia: therapy-induced neuroplasticity.Marcotte 2013 3 -29 -80 -34 5.0 Connectivity

Functional connectivity in a frontoparietal network involving the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex underlies decisions to accept a hypothesis.Whitman 2013 3 -24 -84 -36 2.8 Connectivity

Increased coupling of intrinsic networks in remitted depressed youth predicts rumination and cognitive control.Jacobs 2014 3 -31 -83 -33 5.2 Connectivity

The Resting Brain of Alcoholics.Muller-Oehring 2015 2 -28 -82 -34 2.8 Connectivity

Frontal theta EEG activity correlates negatively with the default mode network in resting state.Scheeringa 2008 1 -28 -88 -34 4.5 EEG

Encoding of sensory prediction errors in the human cerebellum.Schlerf 2012 2 -22 -84 -30 5.7 Rest control condition shows more activation

Psychosocial versus physiological stress - Meta-analyses on deactivations and activations of the neural correlates of stress reactions.Kogler 2015 4 -28 -84 -32 2.8 Meta-analysis

Combining Real-Time fMRI Neurofeedback Training of the DLPFC with N-Back Practice Results in Neuroplastic Effects Confined to the Neurofeedback Target Region.Sherwood 2016 1 -30 -80 -35 5.9 Neuromodulation

Comparison of eyeblink conditioning in patients with superior and posterior inferior cerebellar lesions.Gerwig 2003 2 -28 -80 -38 6.0 Patients

Neural correlates of moral reasoning in autism spectrum disorder.Schneider 2013 3 -24 -82 -32 3.5 Patients

Loss of intranetwork and internetwork resting state functional connections with Alzheimer's disease progression.Brier 2012 2 -28 -82 -32 3.5 Patients

Increased cortical activity in binge drinkers during working memory task: a preliminary assessment through a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.Campanella 2013 4 -26 -80 -34 4.0 Patients (binge drinkers)

Prefrontal mechanisms for executive control over emotional distraction are altered in major depression.Wang 2008 2 -25 -81 -35 3.3 Patients

Preservation of motor programs in paraplegics as demonstrated by attempted and imagined foot movements.Hotz-Boendermaker 2008 1 -30 -81 -33 5.1 Patients

Spatial remapping of cortico-striatal connectivity in Parkinson's disease.Helmich 2010 1 -28 -82 -32 3.5 Patients

Abnormal autonomic and associated brain activities during rest in autism spectrum disorder.Eilam-Stock 2014 6 -28 -88 -30 6.0 Patients

A group ICA based framework for evaluating resting fMRI markers when disease categories are unclear: application to schizophrenia, bipolar, and schizoaffective disorders.Du 2015 1 -28 -80 -35 4.6 Patients

Cerebellar degeneration affects cortico-cortical connectivity in motor learning networks.Tzvi 2017 1 -29 -87 -35 4.4 Patients

Brain activation during human male ejaculation.Holstege 2003 2 -30 -84 -34 4.0 PET

Disrupted cortico-cerebellar connectivity in older adults.Bernard 2013 -27 -81 -26 8.6 Resting state

A linear/nonlinear characterization of resting state brain networks in FMRI time series.Gultepe 2012 1 -27 -84 -33 1.4 Resting state

A novel V1a receptor antagonist blocks vasopressin-induced changes in the CNS response to emotional stimuli: an fMRI study.Lee 2013 3 -28 -82 -38 4.9 Substance (SRX) interaction

Neural mechanisms underlying spatial judgements on seen and imagined visual stimuli in the left and right hemifields in men.Kukolja 2006 6 -26 -80 -32 4.5 Talairach coordinates

Morphological substrate of face matching in healthy ageing and mild cognitive impairment: a combined MRI-fMRI study.Teipel 2007 3 -27 -85 -34 1.4 Talairach coordinates

Projecting memories: the role of the hippocampus in emotional mentalizing.Perry 2011 1 -22 -79 -30 7.5 Talairach coordinates

Fact vs fiction--how paratextual information shapes our reading processes.Altmann 2014 2 -24 -82 -35 3.0 Talairach coordinates

Brain gray matter phenotypes across the psychosis dimension.Ivleva 2012 2 -31 -83 -34 5.1 Talairach coordinates

An fMRI study of behavioral response inhibition in adolescents with and without histories of heavy prenatal alcohol exposure.Ware 2015 3 -28 -75 -38 10.0 Talairach coordinates

Simultaneous fMRI-PET of the opioidergic pain system in human brain.Wey 2014 2 -18 -80 -30 9.8 Talairach coordinates

ACC and IPL networks in the perception of the faces of parents during selective tasks.Zhai 2016 2 -23 -74 -34 11.1 Talairach coordinates

Structural and functional bases for individual differences in motor learning.Tomassini 2011 2 -26 -80 -38 5.7 Volume

Sex differences in the human brain and the impact of sex chromosomes and sex hormones.Lentini 2013 2 -27 -82 -33 2.4 Volume

The role of ventromedial prefrontal cortex volume in the association of expressive suppression and externally oriented thinking.Li 2017 4 -30 -81 -36 5.4 Volume
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Studies within ROI -40 -70 -40: Coordinates, stimulus modality, task categories, mentalizing content, stimulus material, instructions, contrasts and sample.

Neurosynth Link Authors Year Table x y z Stimulus Modality Main Category Mental Content Stimuli of Main Condition Task or Instruction of Main Condition Contrast (>) or Regression Sample Size Males Mean Age

The neural representation of plural discourse entities.Boiteau (Exp. 1) 2014 2 -46 -70 -40 Verbal Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions Answering comprehension questions Two persons > Single person 20 9 22

Anterior prefrontal involvement in episodic retrieval reflects contextual interference.King 2005 5 -39 -66 -36 Visual (Virtual reality) Mentalizing Social Meaning Human actions (delivering object) Memorizing and answering questions Person > Physical (object features) 13 13 27

The modular neuroarchitecture of social judgments on faces.Bzdok 2012 2 -44 -69 -42 Visual (Pictures) Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Facial emotional expressions Judging trustworthiness / attractiveness Trustworthiness & Attractiveness > Happiness 44 24 33

fMRI delineation of working memory for emotional prosody in the brain: commonalities with the lexico-semantic emotion network.Mitchell 2007 2 -39 -66 -39 Verbal Mentalizing Emotion Attributions Human actions Categorizing other's emotion 2 > 1 > 0 Back (increasing working memory load) 26 13 21

Multiple roles for executive control in belief-desire reasoning: distinct neural networks are recruited for self perspective inhibition and complexity of reasoning.Hartwright 2012 3 -42 -70 -38 Verbal Mentalizing Beliefs Human actions (narratives) Answering belief questions Belief > Physical (Photos) 19 6 25

Risky decisions and their consequences: neural processing by boys with Antisocial Substance Disorder.Crowley (Healthy) 2010 6 -40 -68 -44 Visual Mentalizing Dillemas Self decision: Risk-taking (balloon task) Decision making Wins in decision > Baseline 20 20 17 [14-18]

Risk-Taking Behavior in a Computerized Driving Task: Brain Activation Correlates of Decision-Making, Outcome, and Peer Influence in Male Adolescents.Vorobyev 2015 3 -39 -67 -35 Visual Mentalizing Dillemas Self decision: Risk-taking Passing through yellow stoplight (Pass or crash) Pass > Crash 27 27 19 [18-19]

Risk-taking and social exclusion in adolescence: neural mechanisms underlying peer influences on decision-making.Peake 2013 1 -36 -66 -39 Visual Mentalizing Dillemas Self decision: Risk-taking & social interaction Passing through yellow stoplight (Pass or crash) No car crash > Crash 20 10 15 [14-17]

Sleep deprivation is associated with attenuated parametric valuation and control signals in the midbrain during value-based decision making.Menz 2012 1 -40 -72 -40 Verbal Mentalizing Dillemas Self decision: Financial reward Decision making Sleep > Sleep deprived  (risky option) 22 22 27

Time is nothing: emotional consistency of autobiographical memory and its neural basis.Xu 2018 1 -39 -72 -42 Memory Mentalizing Autobiographies Autobiographic memories Recalling memory Positive > Negative memories 25 8 21

Time Is Not Space: Core Computations and Domain-Specific Networks for Mental Travels.Gauthier 2016 4 -36 -72 -42 Imagination Mentalizing Imaginations --- Mental imagining oneself in major cities Time (now or future) > Space (location cities) 17 8 24

I know you can hear me: neural correlates of feigned hearing loss.McPherson 2012 3 -36 -72 -42 Imagination Mentalizing Imaginations --- Imaging oneself to feign hearing loss Feigned > Incorrect tones 13 8 27

Similar frontal and distinct posterior cortical regions mediate visual and auditory perceptual awareness.Eriksson (Exp. 1) 2007 1 -38 -68 -44 Auditory Semantic Animal sounds Identifying animal Sustained perception of animal sound 16 8 31

Learning to read words in a new language shapes the neural organization of the prior languages.Mei (Exp. 2) 2014 3 -38 -74 -44 Verbal Semantic Chinese artificial character words Passively watching Scan3 > Scan2 (i.e., longer training) 22 12 22

Functional Anatomy of Recognition of Chinese Multi-Character Words: Convergent Evidence from Effects of Transposable Nonwords, Lexicality, and Word Frequency.Lin 2016 2 -39 -75 -42 Verbal Semantic Chinese multi-character words Identifying real words Word > Regular nonword 18 2 22

Neural processing of overt word generation in healthy individuals: the effect of age and word knowledge.Nagels 2012 3 -42 -70 -42 Verbal Semantic Nouns (Non-human) Generate words of categories (e.g., animals) Word generation > Baseline control 50 36 35

Trait Anxiety Modulates Brain Activity during Performance of Verbal Fluency Tasks.Gawda 2016 3 -38 -68 -38 Verbal Semantic Words (Non-living) Generate words of categories (e.g., vehicles) Generate verhicle words > Baseline control 17 8 28

Inhibitory rTMS of secondary somatosensory cortex reduces intensity but not pleasantness of gentle touch.Case 2017 1 -44 -66 -42 Somatosensory Somatosensory Brushing hand Rating valence Brush > Rest control 17 8 30

Test-retest study of fMRI signal change evoked by electroacupuncture stimulation.Kong 2007 2 -38 -66 -38 Somatosensory Somatosensory Electroacupuncture stimulation Rating own sensation and anxiety Electroacupuncture stimulation 6 3 29

(Still) longing for food: insulin reactivity modulates response to food pictures.Kroemer 2013 3 -40 -70 -34 Visual (Pictures) Somatosensory Food Rating appetite Blood plasma insulin 26 13 24

BOLD fMRI identifies limbic, paralimbic, and cerebellar activation during air hunger.Evans 2002 1 -38 -72 -42 Somatosensory Somatosensory Urge to breath (Air hunger) Rating urge to breath Urge to breath 6 2 29

A rapid sound-action association effect in human insular cortex.Mutschler 2007 3 -42 -69 -36 Auditory Music Melodies (Piano) Playing on piano Number of trials needed to learn melody 10 5 27

Goal-independent mechanisms for free response generation: creative and pseudo-random performance share neural substrates.de Manzano 2012 1 -42 -66 -36 Auditory & Visual Music Musical excerpts Playing on piano Piiano improvisation > sight-reading Piano playing 18 17 39

Neurophysiological Effects of Trait Empathy in Music Listening.Wallmark (Exp. 2) 2018 2 -38 -66 -40 Auditory Music Music excerpts Passively listening Familiar liked music> Unfamiliar liked music 20 7 19

The neural substrates for the different modalities of movement imagery.Jiang 2015 3 -40 -74 -36 Visual Motor Imagination Imaging a movement (running up stairs) Self imagery > Other & Kinesthetic imagery 11 --- 22

Visuomotor Dissociation in Cerebral Scaling of Size.Potgieser 2016 1 -36 -68 -42 Visual Motor Shapes Drawing shapes without visual feedback Motor incongruence > Visual incongruency 16 8 26

Neural circuits subserving the retrieval of stems and grammatical features in regular and irregular verbs.de Diego Balaguer 2006 4 -40 -64 -40 Verbal Linguistic Regular & Irregular verbs Producing verb inflection or infinitive Nonce verb inflection > Irregularverb  inflection 12 8 23

Speech motor brain regions are differentially recruited during perception of native and foreign-accented phonemes for first and second language listeners.Callan 2014 2 -39 -69 -36 Auditory Linguistic Words Identifying words beginning with r or l Japanese > English speakers 26 16 29

A magnitude code common to numerosities and number symbols in human intraparietal cortex.Piazza 2007 2 -38 -66 -38 Visual Cognitive (Numerical) Dot patterns & Arabic digits Passively watching Far > Close numerical deviants 14 --- ---

Involvement of the cerebellar cortex and nuclei in verbal and visuospatial working memory: a 7 T fMRI study.Thurling 2012 7 -39 -66 -37 Visual Cognitive (Memory) Letters & abstract shapes 2-Back & Sternberg memory task 2-Back > Sternberg memory 44 26 26

Dissociating the solution processes of small, large, and zero multiplications by means of fMRI.Jost 2009 1 -36 -72 -39 Visual Cognitive (Numerical) Numbers Single-digit multiplication Small multiplication > Memory control 16 6 25

An investigation of the effects of relative probability of old and new test items on the neural correlates of successful and unsuccessful source memory.Vilberg 2009 3 -39 -66 -39 Visual (Pictures) Cognitive (Memory) Objects Memorizing Hit > Correctly rejected 18 9 22

Three stages and four neural systems in time estimation.Morillon 2009 1 -38 -68 -36 Visual Cognitive (Numerical) Shapes (disks) Categorizing length & color Color duration 17 2 25

Executive functions in the absence of behavior: functional imaging of the minimally conscious state.Monti (Healthy) 2009 1 -36 -68 -42 Auditory Cognitive (Numerical) Words Counting target words Target detection > Passive listening 20 12 ---

20.2 11.8 25.2

EXCLUDED

Neural Signatures of Spatial Statistical Learning: Characterizing the Extraction of Structure from Complex Visual Scenes.Karuza EA 2017 3 -36 -74 -38 Connectivity

Divergent task-dependent functional connectivity of executive control and salience networks.Elton A 2014 1 -35 -71 -42 Connectivity

Spontaneous brain activity relates to autonomic arousal.Fan J 2012 2 -38 -70 -36 Connectivity

Amygdala subnuclei connectivity in response to violence reveals unique influences of individual differences in psychopathic traits in a nonforensic sample.Yoder KJ 2014 3 -44 -70 -36 Connectivity

Is 2+2=4? Meta-analyses of brain areas needed for numbers and calculations.Arsalidou M 2011 3 -38 -64 -36 Meta-analysis

Psychosocial versus physiological stress - Meta-analyses on deactivations and activations of the neural correlates of stress reactions.Kogler L 2015 4 -40 -76 -40 Meta-analysis

Functional MRI of Human Eyeblink Classical Conditioning in Children with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders.Cheng DT 2016 Patients

Distinct critical cerebellar subregions for components of verbal working memory.Cooper FE 2012 4 -39 -68 -40 Patients

Developmental topographical disorientation: case one.Iaria G 2009 3 -36 -70 -36 Patients

Effects of D-cycloserine on extinction of mesolimbic cue reactivity in alcoholism: a randomized placebo-controlled trial.Kiefer F 2015 2 -42 -72 -36 Patients

Classification of different therapeutic responses of major depressive disorder with multivariate pattern analysis method based on structural MR scans.Liu F 2012 2 -42 -72 -40 Patients

Temporal lobe dysfunction in medication-naive boys with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder during attention allocation and its relation to response variability.Rubia K 2007 3 -33 -63 -40 Patients

Intellectual enrichment is linked to cerebral efficiency in multiple sclerosis: functional magnetic resonance imaging evidence for cognitive reserve.Sumowski JF 2010 Patients

Effect of acupuncture in mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer disease: a functional MRI study.Wang Z 2012 5 -36 -67 -41 Patients

Dissociated repetition deficits in aphasia can reflect flexible interactions between left dorsal and ventral streams and gender-dimorphic architecture of the right dorsal stream.Berthier M 2013 4 -42 -69 -41 Patients

Neurobiological substrates of cognitive rigidity and autonomic inflexibility in generalized anxiety disorder.Ottaviani C 2016 1 -40 -66 -44 Patients

High-resolution fMRI detects neuromodulation of individual brainstem nuclei by electrical tongue stimulation in balance-impaired individuals.Wildenberg JC 2011 4 -35 -69 -41 Patients

The neural representation of emotionally neutral faces and places in patients with panic disorder with agoraphobia.Petrowski K 2014 2! -44 -70 -44 Patients

Alterations in regional homogeneity of resting-state brain activity in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy.Zeng H 2010 2 -39 -72 -39 Patients

Activation in the premotor cortex during mental calculation in patients with Alzheimer's disease: relevance of reduction in posterior cingulate metabolism.Ouchi Y 2004 4 -36 -70 -36 PET

New Evidence for Distinct Right and Left Brain Systems for Deductive versus Probabilistic Reasoning.Parsons LM 2001 1 -36 -62 -34 PET

Re-experiencing old memories via hippocampus: a PET study of autobiographical memory.Piolino P 2004 2 -36 -68 -37 PET

Lateralization of resting state networks and relationship to age and gender.Agcaoglu O 2015 2 -39 -66 -44 Resting state

A baseline for the multivariate comparison of resting-state networks.Allen EA 2011 2 -39 -66 -44 Resting state

Transfer of learning relates to intrinsic connectivity between hippocampus, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and large-scale networks.Gerraty RT 2014 1 -38 -70 -40 Resting state

Shifted intrinsic connectivity of central executive and salience network in borderline personality disorder.Doll A 2013 3 -36 -66 -42 Resting state

Simultaneous learning of two languages from birth positively impacts intrinsic functional connectivity and cognitive control.Kousaie S 2017 2 -42 -74 -38 Resting state

Resting-state networks predict individual differences in common and specific aspects of executive function.Reineberg AE 2015 1 -37 -70 -40 Resting state

Combined structural and resting-state functional MRI analysis of sexual dimorphism in the young adult human brain: an MVPA approach.Wang L 2012 2 -38 -72 -44 Resting state

Cocaine dependence modulates the effect of HIV infection on brain activation during intertemporal decision making.Meade CS 2017 3! -40 -70 -45 Substance (Cocaine & HIV)

It's all in the eyes: subcortical and cortical activation during grotesqueness perception in autism.Zurcher NR (Healthy) 2013 2 -42 -66 -34 Incorrect coordinates

Multiple brain networks contribute to the acquisition of bias in perceptual decision-making.Chen MY 2015 2 -40 -68 -38 Talairach coordinates

The cerebellum and olfaction in the aging brain: a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.Ferdon S 20031(Talairach coordinate: Elderly people)-34 -72 -44 Talairach coordinates

Pain attenuation through mindfulness is associated with decreased cognitive control and increased Somatosensory processing in the brain.Gard T 2012 3 -36 -67 -38 Talairach coordinates

The musician's brain: functional imaging of amateurs and professionals during performance and imagery.Lotze M 2003 1 -42 -72 -35 Talairach coordinates

Task-relevance and temporal synchrony between tactile and visual stimuli modulates cortical activity and motor performance during sensory-guided movement.Meehan SK 2009 1 -35 -63 -36 Talairach coordinates

Dissociating the role of the caudate nucleus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the monitoring of events within human working memory.Provost JS 2010 1 -40 -68 -36 Talairach coordinates

Neural underpinning of postural responses to visual field motion.Slobounov S (Exp. 2) 2006 3! -33 -66 -38 Talairach coordinates

Brain fMRI study of crave induced by cue pictures in online game addicts (male adolescents).Sun Y 2012 4 -39 -69 -39 Talairach coordinates

Overrecruitment in the aging brain as a function of task demands: evidence for a compensatory view.Vallesi A 2011 2 -44 -68 -40 Talairach coordinates

Early grey matter changes in structural covariance networks in Huntington's disease.Coppen EM 2016 3 -40 -66 -36 Volume

Reduced cortical gray matter volume in male adolescents with substance and conduct problems.Dalwani M 2011 2 -39 -68 -40 Volume

Bidirectional gray matter changes after complex motor skill learning.Gryga M 2012 2 -42 -72 -43 Volume

Working memory-related functional brain patterns in never medicated children with ADHD.Massat (Healthy) 2012 2 -38 -68 -36 Young (8 - 12 years)
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